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Our Administrative

Information

Administrative Details of PSS (UK)
Company registration number

PSS (UK): 214077
PSS (Isle of Man): 006134F

Registered charity number

England and Wales: 224469
Isle of Man: 1260

Registered office (UK)

Eleanor Rathbone House, Connect Business Village, 24 Derby Rd, Liverpool, L5 9PR
Telephone: 0151 702 5555
Email: info@pss.org.uk

Registered office and Correspondent’s address (IOM)

PSS, Radcliffe Villas, Glencrutchery Road, Douglas, Isle of Man, IM2 6BG
Telephone: 0800 1979820
Email: sharedlivesisleofman@pss.org.uk

Website

www.pss.org.uk

President

Lord Mayor of Liverpool Councillor Anna Rothery

Vice Presidents

The Right Reverend Paul Bayes (Bishop of Liverpool)
The Most Reverend Malcolm McMahon (Archbishop of Liverpool)
Professor Gerald Pillay (Vice Chancellor and Rector, Liverpool Hope University)
The Earl of Derby
Ian Meadows OBE DL

Bankers

Barclays Bank plc, Lord Street, Liverpool, L2 1TD

Solicitors

Hempsons, The Exchange, Station Parade, Harrogate, HG1 1DY

Investment managers

Rathbone Investment Management Limited,
Port of Liverpool Building, Liverpool, L3 1NW
CCLA, Senator House, 85 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4V 4ET
(Commenced 22nd October 2019)

Auditors

BDO LLP, 5 Temple Square, Temple Street, Liverpool, L2 5RH

Chief Executive

Lesley Dixon

The Trustees on the date of this report and who served during the year 2019/20 were:
Mark Rathbone
Hilary Berg
Samantha Proffitt
Geoffrey Manning
Veronica Jackson
Angela Jones OBE HonDSc DL
J Andrew Kellaway
Julie Cooke
Dr. Kim Heyes
Tracey Johnson
Jenny Hannon
Beverley Mitchell
Matthew Rothwell

Chair
Vice-chair
Honorary Treasurer (resigned 12/03/20)
(resigned 11/12/19)
(resigned 25/03/20)

(appointed 23/05/19, elected 25/03/20)
(appointed 23/05/19, elected 25/03/20)
(appointed 16/03/20 as Honorary Treasurer, to be elected March 2021)
(recruited December 19, appointed 01/06/20)
(recruited December 19, appointed 01/06/20)

The named responsible person for the Isle of Man is Becky Bloor-Steen (this is an interim arrangement while we recruit staff based on the Island).

Investment Powers and Authority
The Articles of Association place no restrictions on the amount or type of investments made by the company. However, PSS complies with
the restrictions placed upon it by law.
PSS is a registered charity and, as such, is not liable to Income Tax or Corporation Tax.
The current active membership of PSS is 37.
The trustees of the charity derive no benefit, income or capital interest from PSS (UK) (“PSS”) except for related party transactions (note 14).

PSS Charitable Objects as declared in our Articles of Association
The advancement of education, the advancement of health, the relief of poverty and the advancement of such other charitable purposes
for the benefit of the community in such manner as the trustees shall from time to time think fit and in particular (but without prejudice to
the generality of the foregoing) by assisting individuals in need to live and/or manage their needs more independently.
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chief executive
Welcome to the PSS annual report 2019/20, a round-up of all the brilliant
things our organisation has achieved on its journey through its 100th year
and out into the future beyond.
Let’s dive in – what’s been
happening?
We started the year a quarter of the way
through our year of centenary celebrations,
and boy was it a year to remember. We had
everything from an art installation at the
Museum of Liverpool, a debate and a film
screening through to a published collection of
stories and a keynote lecture at the University
of Liverpool. Not to mention the countless
celebrations that happened right across our
services, with everyone getting into the swing
of things. Our media coverage for our Big
100 celebrations alone reached around 35.5
million people, making our celebrations not
just worthwhile for our staff and the people
we support, but also helping us stick in the minds
of people who might need our support in the
future, too. All in all it was a fascinating year of
discovery that reminded us of our purpose and
helped us learn so much about all the great things
that made us the organisation we are today.

So… what about the future?
The last 12 months have been incredibly busy on
the digital side of things. We’ve broken the back
of our new client management system project,
creating something that works for PSS’s array of
services and helping us to see what we’re doing
and the impact it’s having. We’ve also built our
new virtual matching app which takes Shared
Lives to a new level.
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We’ve started a big project to redesign some of our key services in Liverpool – our Making Days day services and our
Supported Living services. Both projects look at using our people’s time more effectively, working to find ways to pay our
staff as much as we can and get the best outcomes possible. As always, finding ways to make life as rewarding as possible
for the people we support has been at the heart of everything we’ve done here.
We made some changes to the way we provide our services this year which has sadly meant we’ve said goodbye to some
services. This has been vital to ensure we focus our efforts and work where we can make the biggest impact possible.
Of course, I couldn’t write an introduction to this financial year without mentioning one of the biggest things ever to
impact how we work – COVID-19. A previously unimaginable turn of events, this awful pandemic has devastated so many
lives across the world, in our country and sadly, the lives of people right here within our organisation.
The very nature of PSS is to protect and support vulnerable people, and I couldn’t be more proud of how our amazing
team has responded, despite the scary news headlines and the deepest, most impenetrable sense of uncertainty that has
permeated through society. They have kept going. Not for themselves – never that – but for others; for the people they
support, for the people who depend on them, for their teams, for their families and friends, and for society as a whole.
I’m incredibly grateful that, thanks to careful financial management along with some wise investments, PSS is in a stable
financial position to weather this storm, and we’re safe that way for the foreseeable future. I know other organisations
aren’t in the same position, and it’s gone some way to making the sacrifices we’ve made over the years’ worth it. But the
thing I feel most grateful for at PSS is our team.
Calm, positive and determined in a crisis, people across PSS have worked tirelessly to make sure those we support are safe
and well, that they’re connected and comforted and that they have the stability they need at a time like now. The stories I’m
hearing every day about how people have gone way above and beyond to show kindness and compassion to the people we
support, and the pictures I’m being sent of the smiles on people’s faces, say it all for me.
The sense of team spirit at PSS is second to none, and it’s no surprise to me to see our people being there for each other as
friends, not just as colleagues, keeping each other going and being there as a shoulder to cry on. As an organisation, despite
the physical distance between us, we’ve never felt more connected – and that’s down to the strength of our culture.
Looking for the silver linings, if there’s one thing this situation has shown the rest of the world, it’s how important our
sector is, and the work we do. We’ve never been more needed, and for the first time in as long as I can remember, our
frontline workers are being recognised in the spotlight for being the real backbone of society, something we’ve seen with
our own eyes since 1919. I’m hoping that once this is all over, along with the lives lost, that part is remembered.
We’re taking that fighting, determined spirit we were formed with and doing whatever we can to get through this, together,
just as we have for the last 101 years.

Lesley

‘The sense of team spirit at PSS is second to none.’
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A foreword

from our Chair
It’s my pleasure to present the PSS annual report
2019-20 and share with you some of the fantastic
things that have been happening all over PSS.
It’s certainly been another busy year with lots going on to help ready PSS for
the next 100 years. Our new focused offering has given us a renewed sense of
direction as we continue to uphold our reputation for providing innovative,
high-quality support, delivered by people that are truly big-hearted, genuine,
open-minded, determined and professional.
As Lesley mentioned, I couldn’t be prouder to see how PSS has responded
to the huge challenge COVID-19 has given us and the rest of the world. It’s
obvious how much our teams really care about what they do and doing it
well, even in such uncertain and strange circumstances. I, too, am pleased
that the efforts of those who have dedicated themselves to protecting and
supporting our most vulnerable are finally being appreciated for their
talents and sacrifice by everyone around us right now.
We’re entering the new financial year amidst a lot of uncertainty in the
world around us, but what we are sure of is that, just as we always have,
we’re going to continue to put the people we support first, lift our teams up
to be the best they can be and look for new opportunities to help those most
vulnerable.

Mark

‘I couldn’t be prouder to see how PSS has
responded to the huge challenge COVID-19 has
given us and the rest of the world.’
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Report of the

Trustees
Our Governance
PSS was formed in 1919, is a company limited by guarantee (incorporated in 1926) and registered as a UK charity in 1963.
PSS registered as a foreign company (PSS Isle of Man) with the Isle of Man Companies Registry in 2018 and is listed
as PSS UK within the Isle of Man Charities Registry Index. PSS was established under a Memorandum of Association
which established the objects and powers of the charitable company and is governed under its Articles of Association.
Membership is open to anyone (subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees) who wishes to support PSS. The members
of PSS elect a Board of Trustees (‘the Board’) from the membership. Those members elected as trustees also constitute the
directors of the company. The Board is required to include a Chair, Vice Chair and an Honorary Treasurer. Trustees are
elected for a term of up to three years, but may be re-elected.
In addition to the Annual General Meeting, the Board meets four times a year. It has four sub-committees. The Audit and
Governance Sub-committee and Finance and Performance Sub-committee which meet quarterly, the Innovation subcommittee which meets twice a year and the Remuneration Sub-committee which meets once a year. The sub-committees
exist to provide a level of scrutiny to the work of PSS, for example in relation to the accounts or risk management or
internal audit. Each committee reports to the full Board.

Charity Governance Code
The Board has continued to consider the Charity Governance Code and demonstrates its principles both within our
governance practice and through living the PSS values (professional, genuine, determined, big-hearted and open-minded),
which are deep-rooted at all levels of the organisation. A significant focus over the last year has been leadership and
Board effectiveness. We did a skills gap analysis, followed by a successful trustee recruitment campaign. We recruited five
excellent candidates over the period of 2019/20, whose skills and experience each respond to current or imminent skill
gaps on our Board. We focused on finding high-level experience and knowledge in:

•

being an expert by experience, through using the
types of support PSS provides;
• academic research;
• industry and enterprise;
• digital and IT;
• finance; and
• legal
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This year one of our long-standing trustees, an expert in health and social care who has provided outstanding guidance
in the area, has resigned. In 2020 we’ll be running a further recruitment process focusing on bringing more of that health
and social care experience to the Board. This is a truly exciting time for the PSS Board and we are delighted with the
commitment, high support and high challenge that our trustees bring to us.

Organisational purpose – we have scheduled a three-yearly review of our governing document to ensure our objects
and charitable purposes continue to remain valid and relevant. During 2019 we had a look at our Statement of Public
Benefit and made proposals to make some minor changes, with a focus on providing greater public clarity about the nature
of our work. We received some useful feedback on these proposals from the Charity Commission, which led us away from
making formal amends to our statement. However, the work our Board did on this was useful and reinforced just how
valuable it is to review work and good governance practice. Over the course of the year the Board has progressed work on
our Focus Strategy, which focuses on the sustainability of our income and business models. The aim of the strategy was
to make sure that we’re in a position to deliver the best possible service to the people we support and to ensure the future
sustainability of the organisation. This work has resulted in some significant changes to operational delivery in some parts
of PSS, including some courageous decisions to move some of our services over to partner organisations who are best
placed to deliver them. This work is ongoing and continues to shape our thinking.

Leadership – trustee role descriptions reflect what we need from our Board members. We offer training opportunities
to our Board and we ask our trustees to make regular visits to our services to make sure they’ve got the operational
insight needed to support strategic decision making and leadership. This is monitored on a quarterly basis by the Board.
In September 2019 we completed a review of our sub-committees’ terms of reference. Over the course of 2019/20 we also
actively recruited and elected three new trustees and a further two candidates began their probationary periods. Looking
to the rest of the organisation, we’ve invested in our managers through a programme of coaching and our leadership
naradas. ‘Narada’ is a Polish word for a gathering of people. These are bi-annual events that bring all managers from across
PSS together to focus on some key themes and to network. Areas of focus in 2019/20 have included:
• an away day in April 2019 where we had an introduction to our new client management system and plans to build on
leadership and management development. We also had an external facilitator with us to talk about how we can use
‘Getting To Great’ wheels to take our managers and teams to the next level; and
• a day in October 2019 where we reviewed our Big Plan and looked at the development of our next one.

Integrity – all of our trustees are required to commit to our code of conduct, the purpose of which is to maintain the
highest standards of integrity and stewardship, ensuring that PSS is effective, open and accountable, with good working
relationships between trustees, committee members, the chief executive and members of the leadership team.
All trustees and committee members must abide by the core values that underpin all the activity of the
organisation. Our values are mapped within the code of conduct to ensure trustees are clear on both the
expectations on them and the importance of our values in all levels of our work.
Decision making, risk and control – our risk register heavily influences our discussions and Board
meeting agendas. This is a live document which is frequently reviewed and directs the Board’s focus
accordingly. Risk management was an internal audit focus this year which enabled us to have a
critical eye on how we facilitate risk management. We got an overall score of ‘adequate assurance’
for this audit review, which demonstrates that we’re meeting good standards across a range
of areas in this theme of governance. We’re working on implementing the recommendations
that came from this piece of work – one of which will be a clear risk appetite statement that’s
owned by the Board. Further development work is also taking place around risk planning
and management systems. We’re looking at structures that will support us to explore and,
where appropriate, take risk opportunities that may help our organisational to reach its
potential. Our March 2020 Board away day, which was independently facilitated, focused on
these areas of development. The away day came at a time when we were at the beginning of
implementing our business continuity and crisis management response to COVID-19. Business
continuity planning has been another area of positive risk management work this year, leading
to the launch of a new, robust plan that was agreed in November 2019. Our delegation of authority
document is reviewed by the Board annually and ensures that the matters which should be reserved
to the Board are, and delegated work is clearly expressed within appropriate boundaries. As part
of our commitment to keeping things simple, this year we launched our bite-size delegation of
authority guidance which provides a clear model of decision-making authority for all levels of the
organisation. Once every year the Board has a meeting with our auditors without the executive
directors, to gain assurance that they’re receiving accurate reflections of risk. Our Big Plan is our
long-term strategic plan and out of this falls our annual action plan. This and the annual budget are
signed off by the Board each year.

Diversity – in March 2020 we completed our two-year ‘Fair Play for All’ plan. Our progress towards
this was reported to the Board quarterly. We’ve achieved a number of strategic and practical things
from this work and we’re currently refreshing the plan. In our next one, we’ll focus on developing
how we monitor diversity meaningfully across our organisation, on providing even more accessible
information to the people we support, and on championing ‘supported loving’ (supporting people to have
meaningful relationships). We’re also looking at how we can provide effective and supportive end of
life planning. Through our skills-based approach to trustee recruitment, our Board is made
up of people from a very diverse range of backgrounds. Our roles are advertised
through a variety of national channels to maximise the audience we reach.
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Openness and accountability – PSS has a clear ‘tell us’ policy which is the main route for receiving feedback of any
nature. Both compliments and complaints are reported to the Board at every meeting to ensure that we continue to be
transparent and open in our operation and response to feedback. Every year we ask all stakeholders to do a survey, giving
them an opportunity to tell us about their experience of our services. These results are reported to the Board. We keep a
register of interests for trustees and senior managers and trustees declare any conflicts or relationships relevant to the
agenda at the beginning of each meeting.

Trustee recruitment
Trustees are recruited through an open recruitment process. The Board seeks new members who have the skills and
expertise to complement those the Board already has, and who have an understanding of the issues affecting the people
and communities PSS supports. Trustees are elected by the members at the Annual General Meeting but can be co-opted
by the Board, pending election, in the intervening period. When they’re appointed, new trustees are given an induction
about the work of PSS and their role as a trustee. This involves clarifying roles and responsibilities; the work of the
Board and the sub-committees; a required number of visits to services; and further specific training as agreed to meet
development needs (for example, safeguarding for trustees). This year we introduced a six-month probationary period
for newly-appointed trustees, to make sure the trustees we recruit are the right fit for our ambitious Board, and to make
sure we’re the right fit for them, too. This has been welcomed by our recently-appointed trustees and is something we
feel further contributes to our commitment to the Charity Governance Code, in particular around our openness and
accountability as well as our Board effectiveness.

Trustee performance
The Chair of Trustees meets with individual trustees on an annual basis to discuss their contribution to the Board and to
the organisation as a whole. The Board also does a review of its own performance and on the skills and expertise of our
Board members on a biennial basis, as well as self-assessments against the Charity Governance Code, to ensure that they’re
acting in line with best practice.
Presentations about different aspects of PSS’s work and service visits for trustees are arranged on a regular basis and
trustees are expected to visit services individually throughout the year. Trustees are also expected to regularly attend Board
and sub-committee meetings. These elements of trustee performance are measured in our key performance indicators.

Delegation of Authority
The Board of Trustees appoint the chief executive to be responsible for the operation and development of PSS and for
implementing the strategic objectives set by the trustees. The leadership team, which is made up of the directors of PSS’s
directorates, are appointed with support from the trustees. The trustees further delegate their responsibilities through
the use of a comprehensive and structured ‘delegation of authority’ framework. The Board receive a comprehensive suite
of papers about the operational status and development of PSS for their deliberations in advance of meetings. A welldeveloped risk management process further protects the activities of PSS. The register of risks and controls is closely
scrutinised by the Audit and Governance Sub-committee before being submitted to the Board for their full review and
input. These reviews further feed into the charity’s business plans. The Board are also involved in decision-making about
collaborations with other charities or organisations.

Trustees Statement on Public Benefit
PSS (UK)’s vision is to influence health, social care and community services both locally and nationally, through innovative
approaches that make a real difference to people’s lives. It does this by carrying out activities that identify those in need
and create innovative service solutions. PSS’s trustees therefore confirm that they have complied with the duty in section
17 of the Charities Act 2011 to have due regard to the public benefit guidance published by the Charity Commission in
determining the activities undertaken by the charity.

Pay and remuneration
At PSS we are committed to accountability and transparency in the charity sector, but
we believe that personal privacy is also an important factor when it comes to what we
share.
All executive pay is determined by our Remuneration Committee which operates as
part of our Audit and Governance Board Sub-committee. The trustees who make
up this group are responsible for ensuring a fair pay structure across PSS’
executive team that recognises:
• Individual and team performance in the context of a challenging climate.
• The importance of recruiting and retaining the ‘right’ people (both in terms
of experience and attitude).
• Fair pay that reflects the level of knowledge, skills and experience required
and the responsibilities and accountabilities associated with the position.
• Pay levels that are benchmarked against comparable jobs locally and in the
sector.
• Benefits to executive staff are in-line with benefits available to all staff.
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Employment of people with disabilities
In accordance with our Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Policy, we give
full and fair consideration to any applicant who considers themselves to be
disabled, giving due regard to their ability and skill set. Candidates are not
questioned about their health or disability before an offer is made unless it’s
to establish whether someone requires any reasonable adjustments to be made.
We offer all candidates who consider themselves to be disabled the opportunity
to attend an interview if they meet the essential criteria for the role. During
employment, reasonable adjustments are made to either prevent an employee
from being absent or to ensure a safe return to work following absence, and to avoid
recurring absences in the future. PSS encourages all employees to develop their skills
and qualifications, and to take advantage of promotion and development opportunities
which will not be refused on the basis of an applicant’s diversity. This year we signed up to
the ‘Disability Confident Employer’ scheme and plans for our next leadership narada event will
include a key focus on exploration of unconscious bias and how we can best consider/manage this
within positive recruitment activity.

Fundraising
Section 162a of the Charities Act 2011 requires charities to make a statement about fundraising activities.
Although we don’t do widespread fundraising from the general public, the legislation defines fundraising as
‘soliciting or otherwise procuring money or other property for charitable purposes’. Such amounts receivable
are presented in our accounts as ‘voluntary income’ and includes legacies and grants.
We can confirm that all solicitations are managed internally, without involvement of commercial participators,
professional fundraisers or third parties. The day-to-day management of all income generation is delegated to the
executive team, who are accountable to the trustees.
PSS isn’t bound by any regulatory scheme and doesn’t consider it necessary to comply with any voluntary code of
practice. We’ve received no complaints in relation to fundraising activities. Our terms of employment require staff to
behave reasonably at all times - we don’t approach individuals for funds, we don’t particularise in fundraising activities or
consider it necessary to design specific procedures to monitor such activities.
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draws to a close
This was the last year of our five-year Big Plan, which we launched back
in 2015. So much has happened since then and we’ve enjoyed keeping
track of all of our achievements in our Annual Reports. But what about
this year, the final furlong for our five-year goals?
Let’s take a trip down 2019-20 memory lane.

We can see where there is a need for change
and where we can, we do something about it
Harriet and new trustees
This year has been a wonderful old year when it comes to new
additions to the PSS family. Not only did we recruit for a brand
new director of operations this year, but we also went out to find
five new trustees.
And did we strike lucky or what!
We’re now joined by Harriet Michael-Phillips, our
wonderful new ops director. Self-confessed serial
knitter Harriet began her career as a support worker
and continued her learning and leadership journey
– both within social care and elsewhere, too - from
there. One of our favourite things about
Harriet is that like us, she’s really focused
on making sure the people we support are
front and centre, and she’s already brought
in lots of positive changes to give them even more of a say in how we do things
round here.
We also count ourselves lucky to have Matthew Rothwell, Jenny Hannon,
Bev Mitchell, Tracey Johnson and Dr Kim Heyes join us as brand new
trustees. Each one of these folks bring with them not only huge hearts
(trustees are volunteers, too), but loads of wisdom, experience and
knowledge to help keep PSS on top of its game.
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New website
The PSS website was originally transformed back in 2015, but after a bit of
time working its magic and helping lots of people find us online, our comms
team wanted to give it a lick of paint and take it in a new direction.
Now, amongst other bits and pieces, the words on our website speak directly
to the people we support, there’s a snazzy new ‘slider’ on our homepage
that shows the latest news, we’ve developed a brand new section that gives
information to professionals who may want to refer someone to use our
services, and we’ve now got a blog on the site which will give people we
support and our staff the opportunity to write about their experiences.

Focusing on what we’re great at
As we looked back over the last century (in preparation for our Big 100 celebrations) we confirmed what we already knew that PSS has always been a diverse provider of services. Doing lots of different things to help an array of people has always
been part of our make-up. However, we were all too aware that the sheer range of what we do does sometimes cause us
challenges. It’s often commented on and it shows when our resources have to stretch that bit too far.
In 2019 we took the difficult decision to stop delivering some of the work we had held for a number of years. This included
our children’s therapeutic services, Seedlings and Spinning World, and our Digital Health Service. Although all these
services are extremely worthwhile, they just didn’t fit with the shape of our new Big Plan as it began to form, and it felt like
they could be concentrated on better by another provider. The positive reputation of these services preceded them and as
a result we had no challenges passing them over to their new providers – the Young Person’s Advisory Service (YPAS) and
Merseycare. Both of these are much more specialist organisations and we know they’ll do us proud. We wish the teams all
the best in the future.

Microsoft Teams
Last summer our communications team started looking into ways they could improve our internal communications.
One of the things that came up time and again was that people said our staff intranet, Dottie, could do with some big
improvements. When the people who provided us with Dottie delivered us a hefty renewal price, our communications
team decided the time was right to ditch Dottie and find something new.
Enter Microsoft Teams, the brand new, (and might we stress, completely free) app we’re now using to share stories, chat, get
all the files we need and collaborate with our colleagues. Introduced in December 2019, Teams has gone down a storm with
everyone using it. It gives us all the good stuff about Dottie in a really user-friendly, simple way and none of the rubbish
bits people didn’t find helpful. One of the best bits is, those of us who don’t work in offices or don’t use computers daily can
now use the Teams app on our phones to stay in the loop, bringing our team closer together.
Needless to say, with a global pandemic just around the corner that would mean we would either be working from home
for months at a time or in even more isolated ways than usual, we’re incredibly glad we introduced it when we did. Teams
has been a lifeline for us all – a way to get our daily motivation, look after our wellbeing, stay connected to our colleagues
during lockdown and get all the latest important information easily.
The timing was so perfect, in fact, that we’re almost certain our comms team had a crystal ball.

Taking records into the cloud
For a good while now our services have used online systems to store data
about the people we support and our work with them. However, this had
(until recently) been complemented in some areas by hard copies – signed
documents, copies of legal documents and things like that. In the last three
years, we’ve gone paperless in most of our services using a variety of new
hardware, but we were still using the same file storing systems that we
had for a decade.
In 2018 we commissioned OLM Systems to build us a client management
system that would work for all our services. The diversity of PSS has meant this has
been a long and hard project, but at the end of 2019/20 we’re making big strides! With Shared Lives now
using the system and our Women’s Turnaround, Family Impact and Wellbeing Centres mid-migration,
we’re most of the way there. In early 2020/21, we’ll focus on introducing the system in our Supported
Living, Making Days and Community Support services, marking the end of a huge project that will
transform the way we work.

Virtual matching site
Our Shared Lives virtual matching site which we’ve also been developing for some time also went into
beta-testing in 2019/20 with a launch date of August 2020 due. This site allows the people we support in
Shared Lives to find the perfect carer and home (think Match.com meets RightMove!) The site also allows
social workers and families to introduce Shared Lives to the person looking for support in a much more visual
and real way. It’s already been earmarked by other services in PSS and commissioners beyond for use in other
formats across health and social care.
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People drive what we do
Survey
In January 2020 we did our annual survey, asking the people we support to tell
us what they think of the services we provide.

Our
survey
says...

This year, our quality team wanted to improve the survey and give the people
we support the chance to say what they thought of it before it went out. A focus
group came together and thanks to some really great points made by people
from across our services, we made some changes to the language we use in
the survey, helping to make it simpler, clearer and more accessible. We also
made some positive choices to help make our survey more environmentallyfriendly and made it an online survey – saving both paper and postage costs.
A brilliant 723 people filled out one of our surveys, including 578 people we support, which was a 15% increase in
engagement from 2018. Some of our highest scores were in relation to our amazing team, how we support people’s
health and wellbeing and how we provide learning opportunities for people we support. A fab 8.4 out of 10 people would
recommend us to others. We’re now working on how we can introduce all the data to our services so that we can start
developing.

Oliver
Here at PSS we’re lucky to be surrounded by so many gifted and
creative people. One example of a very talented bunch is the
drama group at Making Days South, our day centre for adults with
learning disabilities. Every year, they put on a special performance
to raise money for a charity close to their hearts.
And 2019 was no different. In May, the drama group came back
with another show-stopper - ‘Oliver’ - with proceeds from ticket
sales going to the Isabella Trust.
The whole cast worked so hard for months mastering their lines,
perfecting their dance routines, preparing the sets and getting
their sweet-sounding sing-alongs just right. Boy did it pay off.
There were a couple of real tear-jerking ballads, plenty of moments of perfect
comedy timing and some awesome one-liners (both scripted and off-the-cuff)
that filled friends, family and theatre-lovers with joy.
Applause could be heard echoing far outside the Bridge Chapel Centre – and
we feel like clapping again now just thinking about it.

Confused

Don’t worry book

Confused

Don’t
worry
Upset

A book for children
with a close family
member in prison

o
Str

ng

Happy

Positive

Pro
ud

Our specialist Family Impact team offer bespoke support to children,
parents and grandparents who have a family member in prison.

Angry

For children especially, parental imprisonment can be confusing.
There are so many questions that need answering and sadly, without
many resources out there for them to turn to, for many children it
can feel like nobody really understands. When these children come
to one of our group sessions, they meet other children in the same
position, and it helps them to feel less alone, able to get help and
advice from people their age who have been there.
Thanks to a grant from the Eleanor Rathbone Trust, in 2019-20, our
communications team started work on creating a brand new advice
book for children, working in collaboration with the children in our
groups. ‘Don’t Worry’ tells the stories of four different children and
their true experiences, featuring narratives based on real interviews
and insights from the children we support. A broad range of people
from different age ranges and backgrounds have been involved
in the interviews so far, and we hope this makes the book really
relatable and useful for the children we support.
A big thanks to the Eleanor Rathbone Trust.
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Office opening
In December we held a little ceremony to celebrate the opening of our brand new Liverpool head office, Eleanor Rathbone
House. The red ribbon to our new abode was officially cut by the lovely Debbie, who uses our Shared Lives service, in what
was a really special moment for all the PSS people and special guests who had gathered to watch.
We were then treated to a special afternoon of celebrations, kicked off by the brilliant Strumbrellas, a group of talented
musicians who use our Wellbeing Centres, welcoming us inside in the lobby. The people we support at Dutch Farm set
up a stall selling the beautiful Christmas wreaths they’d made, and the photography group at Making Days South showed
off their special photography exhibition based on 100 years of PSS in Liverpool, and sold the 2020 calendars they had put
together featuring all of their best work (they flew off the shelves like hot cakes). To round off the afternoon we also had a
very festive performance from the voices of the Wellbeing Centres’ choir, Sing, Sing, Sing.
Oh, and there was a massive cake in the shape of our office.
All in all, it was a very fitting tribute to a PSS place we’re very proud is ours.

Induction
The people we support drive what we do, so when we started
thinking about ways we could improve our induction to give
new staff a proper PSS welcome to the fold, we wanted to
make sure we heard from them.
So, Harriet, our director of operations, got together with a
gang of volunteers who use services across PSS, Lisa, our
head of communications and Sean, our senior learning and
development business partner, to find out exactly what the
people we support thought of our induction.
• Did it show what it’s like to get support from PSS?
• Did it tell new PSS people what good support looks like?
• Did it tell new PSS people what bad support looks like?
• Did it show people what our services were really like?
Those were just some of the questions we tackled together, and we learned so much from the session.
After lots of chatting and planning, we decided that, actually, we’ve been doing it wrong. The people we support are the
experts in what it’s like to be supported by PSS, so instead of telling people’s stories on their behalves, we realised – who
better to tell our new recruits all about what they want to see from them, than the people we’re here to support?! And so,
our new induction format was born.
Now, the people we support who volunteered to be part of our induction process are part of our induction team. During the
session, they each set up a table in the room, and small groups of our new PSS people have the opportunity to go and have
a brew with each of them in turn. It’s a bit like a kind of group speed dating, except there’s no rush and there’s no romance.
While PSS people are at their station, the person with lived experience can chat about what they want them to know, what
they think of PSS, any good or bad experiences they’ve had while using our services, and just have a general chin wag. The
new PSS people can then ask questions and find out all they want to know about our resident experts by experience. Genius!
The feedback we’ve had so far has been unanimously positive. In fact, that part has swiftly become everyone’s favourite bit.
Ours, too!
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What we do is of the highest quality
and changes lives for the better
Re-designing our services
Our Supported Living, Community Support and Making Days services are all run in
Liverpool, and each one’s got a solid reputation for being good quality and reliable.
However, we’ve been aware for a little while that the time has come to give them
a bit of a makeover. In 2019 we started a project to re-evaluate and re-design
our services with a number of key objectives at the heart of this project:
• Give the people we support more choice and variety in their lives
• Use our services to build skills in all areas of life
• Find ways to pay our staff more and offer them an even better work life
• Lead the way doing things differently and continue asking ‘why can’t we do that?’
We kicked off the Making Days Even Better project with a really great consultation
process with people we support and their families. During this process the team
learned a huge amount about what they want and need for the future. This has been
enormously helpful in the detail of the new design.
Our strong working relationship with Liverpool City Council is vital in this project
– making sure we’re building something that the people we support want and that
meets the statutory needs of our commissioners. Watch this space.

Care Quality Commission (CQC) report results
It’s been a good year of CQC results with both our Merseyside and Staffordshire teams receiving a ‘good’ rating in their
latest reports. It’s hard to understate how much work goes into these reports and the team worked tirelessly to make sure
their work the rest of the year was represented well in those few short days.
In Merseyside (to our delight) the inspector led a very person-centred inspection, spending two of his three days with us
meeting with people we support, Shared Lives carers and staff out in our community settings and homes. Some excellent
examples of how support is making a real difference to people’s lives are referenced in the report, as well as constructive
feedback for us to build on.
Our latest CQC inspection for Staffordshire took place in March. The report rated the service as good across all five domains.

National thinkers
Our involvement in national groups, such as the Voluntary Organisations Disability Group, Shared Lives Plus and Social
Club has gone up a level this year. We’ve worked with the chief executives and wider members of all these organisations to
drive up quality and share best practice across our immediate and wider sector.
We have invited people from across PSS to join the working groups relating to their discipline and this has meant our operations,
people and culture, communications and quality team (to name but a few) are finding out about ways others are doing things
and what we can learn from them. We’ve also been sharing our best practice with other providers, helping them to learn
from work we’ve been doing around Shared Lives service management, staff engagement and leadership development.

The person shaped support plan
Earlier we mentioned that we were joined by a new director of operations this year, Harriet Michael Phillips. Harriet’s
background in person-centred support planning meant that one of the first things she looked at with us was our support plans.
Our newly named ‘person-shaped support plan’ was launched in quarter three of 2019/20 and focuses on lots of different
aspects of people’s lives. It will encourage our staff to continue thinking about the diversity of what matters to the people
we support, whether that’s finding a job, starting a relationship or getting out and about more.
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Positive and proactive culture
Mental health first aid
We’ve all heard of first-aiders at work – people who know how to give basic help
when someone is in physical pain or has had an accident. But this year we asked
ourselves, do enough of us know what to do if someone’s in mental distress –
either at work, or in our personal lives? Our mental health is just as important
as our physical health but, as our feelings come from within and we can’t use
plasters or bandages to help our brains when we’re hurting, it can sometimes be
hard to immediately see what we should do to help.
That’s why this year, we trained up a group of PSS people as mental health first-aiders. They
took a course with Jonny The Anxious Fireman (that’s Jonny’s company name) who taught
us how to recognise when someone’s in mental distress and all about the tools and
techniques we need to use to help that person. Jonny taught the group all about
various mental health conditions and disorders, how they might affect people,
and, crucially, how to approach the topic of suicide, and what they should do if
they feel like someone might be considering taking their own life.
Everyone on the course was enrolled officially as a mental health first-aider for PSS (just like when you do a physical first
aid course) and alongside their PSS ID badges, our mental health first-aiders carry a little reminder of what they learned
everywhere they go.
Mental health first-aiding is such an important initiative and we hope to see lots more organisations following our lead in
the future.

Fair and square

Without everyone working together doing the best they can, PSS would never be able to provide
the outstanding quality of services we want to provide. Our strength is in our team – we want
everyone who works for us to love their job and enjoy coming to work, so we’re doing all we
can to make sure everyone is valued.
We embrace our differences, knowing that they make us stronger and reflect the needs
of the people who use our services. On top of this, we’re totally committed to promoting
diversity and gender equality. We offer all of our people - no matter which gender they
identify with - the same growth and development opportunities within a positive, open
and inclusive setting. And we’re proud to say that our 2019 Gender Pay Gap report
showed just that.

You can’t pour from an empty cup
When our metaphorical cups of health and wellbeing are empty, we’ve
nothing left to give. Not to ourselves, to our families and friends, or to our
work. That’s why we think it’s so important for us to look after our people as
best we can; we want everyone at PSS to feel that this is a physically and psychologically healthy place to be, where it’s ok
to be big-hearted towards yourself, and it’s a really good thing to take some time to look after you.
This year we’ve really taken our wellbeing up a notch, thanks to our lovely learning and development team, which
grew from a team of three to a team of four this year (one Laura, one Sean and two Laurens). Not only are we doing our
weekly Wellbeing Wednesday yoga and meditation classes with our dedicated yogi Cath, but we’re also doing fortnightly
stretching sessions, and we’ve got access to loads of wellness courses on our online learning system.

Laura’s leadership mission
Laura, our head of learning and development, has been on a mission this year to develop PSS leaders into some of the best
in the business.
We can all be leaders in our roles no-matter what we do, but being a great leader has a lot to do with knowing our
strengths and weaknesses, and working towards getting better all the time. We’re also really keen to make our teams the
best that they can possibly be. So, this year Laura introduced a whole host of new initiatives to get us where we want to be,
starting with what we’re calling ‘Getting to great wheels’, a framework for us all to use to get managers and our teams to be
great.
Using the wheels, we each rate our managers, ourselves and our teams on a scale of one to five for each of the great traits
we want to see in our leaders and our teams. This gives our management team a brilliant idea of where they’re at as leaders
and where their teams are at, too. It helps us identify the areas we need to work on to get us from good to great, and the
areas where we’re already flying. The wheels also provide a brilliant framework for really honest and open conversations
between PSS people and their managers. There’s nothing like a good old fashioned bit of constructive feedback to take us to
the next level, and these wheels have gone down a real treat.
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Coaching culture
Next on Laura’s leadership line-up was coaching, and
it was in 2019-20 that our learning and development
team introduced a brand new initiative that allows us
to support the development of people from all over
the organisation by coaching them towards their goals
and uncovering their potential.

Coaching

Laura identified some talented people who wanted to become coaches and enrolled them on a special coaching course that
would give our coaches-to-be all the skills and confidence they needed to guide someone in the right direction for them.
Next, she asked PSS managers to have a think about who on their team might like to be coached, and after some nifty
matching work to link the right people with the right skills together, there it was: our very own coaching culture.
What we have now are lots of coaches working together supporting staff to be the best they can possibly be, whilst also
having a huge positive impact on our learning culture.

Naradas
‘Narada’ is the Polish word for ‘conference’ or ‘gathering’, and, as a tribute to the man who came up with the idea to hold a
mini managers’ conference twice yearly (our lovely homes and communities service manager, Karol, who is originally from
beautiful Poland), we called them just that.
Our 2019-20 narada in April was a great event that brought managers from all over PSS together to discuss some of the big
issues on the PSS agenda.
Our April narada was all about our push to get to great, and was focused on great leadership - reflecting on ourselves as
leaders using those leadership wheels we talked about earlier, looking at the qualities of a great leader and introducing our
new programme of learning to help us all lead better. We were joined by two special guests: Barry Dore, leadership expert
and author of PSS favourite, ‘Lead Like Mary’, who gave us a refresher on what a great leader looks like; and Learning
Architect trainer Jacky Leonard, who talked to us about our steps towards being great leaders (and, side note, she also
brought her dog… massive PSS brownie points). Another brill narada in the bag!

Staff survey results
We were really pleased that again our overall results with this year’s Staff Survey remained brilliant - this year with all
dimensions scoring 85% or above. This comes from an overall response rate of 66.5% against a prior figure of 58.5%; the
highest we have seen since we started doing a Staff Survey.
All questions around PSS’s credibility, including manager relationships, leadership decisions and ethics scored over 87% and
questions around pride scored highly, too, with a number of highlights including:

97%

‘I feel I make
a difference
here’

96%

‘This is a
friendly place
to work’

98%

‘PSS actively promote
equality, diversity
and inclusion for all
staff and the people
we support and
work with’

96%

‘The leadership team
is effective and I trust
them to lead PSS’

96%

‘I have a positive
working
relationship with
my manager’

98%

‘PSS actively promote
equality, diversity and
inclusion for all staff
and the people we
support and
work with’

98%

‘My work has
special meaning
– this isn’t just
a job’
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The net promoter score decreased from 42 to 34, although we’re still very pleased with this rating, which is our second
highest score since 2015.
Of course (like all surveys) there is no point just looking at the good stuff and we have got some areas to work on over the
next 12 months. This includes:
• Emotional health and wellbeing • Pay • Career progression • Feeling part of the wider team
All these elements of focus are woven into our new Big Plan 2020-25 (more on that later) and have a specific focus in our
annual plan for 2020/21.
To finish on a positive note all in all our 2019 and 2020 results are some of the most positive we have seen – ever!

Work on fair pay
If our leadership team and Board could change one thing about the work we do it would hands-down be to pay our poorestpaid staff the Real Living Wage. Our chief executive Lesley has been part of a number of panels and boards in Liverpool
campaigning for this. Like other local authorities across the country, we know Liverpool City Council are working hard
to change this. But in the interim, we’ve been looking at new ways to push the hourly rate we pay up even a touch higher
than the government’s national living wage.
This year we paid 51p per hour above the going rate to every support worker – unfortunately this was more than our
direct contract income allowed. This might not sound like a lot but for a full-time member of staff that equates to £1,000
a year before tax. This additional sum (equating to around £90k) was affordable because of our strong balance sheet. We
do understand however that other organisations are not in the lucky position to be able to do this so we will continue to
campaign with them to get this rate all the way up to the place it deserves to be – the real living wage.

Rowing for gold
If there’s one thing that’s immediately obvious when
you join PSS, it’s that we’re got team spirit. Oodles of it.
So when the wonderful folks at Pool of Life, a team of
breast cancer survivors who row for health, happiness
and hope after cancer, invited us back in June to jump
in a PSS dragon boat and compete in a race against other
teams from across the region, it took us approximately
20 seconds to fill the spaces in our boat. We even had
stand-bys.
As it was our Big 100 birthday year, we naturally named
our dragon boat Eleanor Rathboat (Eleanor Rathbone…
Rathboat… hilarious), which was a stroke of utter genius
from Andy in our finance team. The team donned
some special t-shirts for the occasion, just to make it
absolutely clear to all of our competitors that our boat name was better than theirs.
A group of PSS people from across England and Wales donned their wetsuits down at Liverpool’s famous docks and gave it
a good go, learning the rowing ropes as they went. Considering most of our team hadn’t ever been in a dragon boat before,
the team did absolutely brilliantly…
We only went and made the final didn’t we! Team Eleanor Rathboat came a very respectable 4th out of 17 other dragon
boat competitors overall, beaten only by the people who had dragon-boated before (show-offs). What an achievement!
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We’re going to be around for future generations
Centenary celebrations continued
1 January 2019 marked the start of our centenary year – 100 years to the day since our
founder Eleanor Rathbone opened the doors to Liverpool Personal Services Society,
as we were known then – ‘a society for any citizen in need’. And it’s this very simple
principle – seeing an issue and doing what we can to change it – that has driven us
forward ever since.
In our last annual report, we said that thanks to some funding we received from
our friends at the National Lottery Heritage Fund, our centenary year presented us
with the opportunity to put our heritage on the pedestal it deserves. And when we said our communications team had an
exciting year lined up for us, we weren’t kidding.

Our museum art installation
In April 2019, we unveiled a very special conceptual art
installation in the Museum of Liverpool created just for us
by local artist, Sarah Nicholson. Our installation explored
PSS’s place on the Liverpool map – how we’ve helped
bridge the gaps in social care for people from all over our
city and beyond for the last 100 years; the translucent
figures filled with light commenting on how, so often,
those of us in need are overlooked until someone shines a
light upon them. The installation was in the lobby of the
museum for six months and was visited and enjoyed by
many people who’ve used our services, past and present,
and many visitors to our brilliant city.

The big 100 film
Ooh, this one was a corker.
In June we released our Big 100 short film which, for the first time on film, tells the story of PSS through the decades. The
film featured many people from across PSS services, sharing their stories alongside moments from our history. We’re so
proud of how it turned out. In fact, even though they’ve seen in ten thousand times by now, the pair behind the film, Lisa
and Siobhan who make up our communications team, still can’t watch it without filling up. A very inspiring piece of film
that we’re sure will form part of our legacy for the next 100 years. If you haven’t seen it, you must go and watch it:		
https://psspeople.com/all-about-pss/our-history

Click to watch
the video!
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The big 100 debate
In June, we were joined by some influential figures
in health, social care and criminal justice at FACT
(Foundation for Art and Creative Technology) in Liverpool
for our very first centenary-themed debate, entitled:
‘All just a little bit of history repeating: how can we keep
health, social care and criminal justice moving forwards?’.
On our panel we had Alex Fox, CEO of Shared Lives Plus
Community, Jane Kennedy, Merseyside Police and Crime
Commissioner, social history expert Dr Michael Lambert,
Dean Butterworth, Regional Director of Riverside Group
and our very own Lesley Dixon, CEO at PSS.
Against the backdrop of our Big 100 film, which we
screened to kick the evening off, our panel discussed the pressures on the third sector as available funding
decreases. This drew parallels to our beginnings when funding was particularly sparse, but PSS fought tooth and nail to
make a difference. We had a lively debate about how agencies can better work together during funding crises. As Michael
Lambert pointed out, regardless of the state of the social care sector, PSS has endeavoured to be about the people, putting
them at the heart of what we do since 1919.
It was such a great night with some interesting and thought-provoking conversation about the future of our sector.

Lesley’s lecture in social justice
Later in June, our chief exec Lesley spoke at the University of Liverpool’s Eleanor Rathbone Social Justice Lecture Series.
Lesley talked about how Eleanor inspired our ‘rebel with a cause’ approach to social justice, and took the packed-out lecture
theatre on a journey through PSS’s achievements, inspired by Eleanor’s ethos.

The big 100 in our services
Throughout the year the people we support really got on board with the Big 100 celebrations, and threw a few of their own
shin digs and special events to celebrate. We had art projects, historical re-enactments, history walks, time capsule burials,
a photography exhibition, oodles of 1920s-themed parties and all kinds of wonderful opportunities to hear people’s stories.

Introduction:

how it all began
Back in 1919, Britain, and Liverp
ool in particular, was in the
grips of post-war devastation. Thous
ands of young men had
lost their lives fighting for their
country and people all over
were left living in widespread
poverty: their lives, homes
and families all torn apart by war.
Liverpool had been right in the
thick of the wartime efforts, thanks
to our
global port and prime location as
an operations base. But playing such
a central
role also meant that people in our
lovely city were some of the worst
hit in
the country. While rates of poverty
in other areas were starting to get
lower,
in Liverpool, the economic downtur
n that followed the end of the war
meant
Liverpool had two very different
sides to it. On the one hand, we had
gorgeous,
sprawling houses and wealthy
families living comfortably. On
the other, we
had large numbers of people living
in slums, and lots of schools were
made
derelict.
At a time when women’s rights
were still pretty thin on the ground
and
opportunities for women were mainly
limited to domestic service jobs,
many
women depended on their husband
s, who had gone to war as sailors
and
soldiers. Lots of these men lost
their lives, leaving their wives
in desperate
need of support; they’d become
single parents overnight, trying
to support
themselves and take care of their
children with very little help.
In the midst of all this chaos, there
was no guaranteed safety net for
people in
need – no Welfare State to fall back
on. No NHS. No guarantees. This
is where
brilliant philanthropic families,
like the Holts, the Mellys, the
Booths,
and,
central to our story, the Rathbon
es, really became the saviours of
so many.
7

The big 100 book
And to top it all off, in March
2020 we published our very own
PSS book, ‘What Ought To Be
Done’, which was six months of
hard work in the making. The
book will feature the stories
of lots of people that we’ve
supported, past and present.
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A meeting of minds
In October, our chief exec Lesley travelled down to
Bath for an extra special meeting of minds about social
care past and present. She went to meet none other
than three of PSS’s previous chief executives: Wally
Harbert (at PSS from 1964 – 1970), Rod Campbell (at PSS
from 1974 – 1980) and Robin Currie (at PSS 1980 – 2009).
Including Lesley, who has been at PSS since 2009, that’s
almost four full generations of PSS leaders in one room!
Needless to say, after chatting to Rod, Robin and Wally
whose collective memories about PSS stretch back to
1964, some of the stories Lesley left with about PSS were
invaluable to piecing together some missing bits of our
history. Lesley learned more about the ways the social
care sector has changed over the years and how PSS
responded in the past, noticing how similar some of the
issues still are today.

Read all about it
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In our centenary year, we racked up media coverage that reached a
whopping 35.5 million people!

Let’s do the timewarp

We knew we had to see our incredible 100th birthday year out with a
bang, so our communications and people and culture teams pulled out
AND BIG AWARDS CEREMO
NY 20
all the stops in December to give us an end of centenary celebration and
ANDEveryone
awards ceremony to remember: The PSS Big 100 Timehop.
BIG AWARDS CE
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gathered together at the Isla Gladstone Conservatory in Liverpool dressed
FRID AY 6 DECE MBER 2019
in outfits from their favourite decade since PSS began and as usual, PSS
people got right into the spirit. We had historical figures from over the
TWO-COURSE MEAL PRO
VIDED
years (Adam Ant and Boy George made an appearance), we had whole
•
WEAR AN OUTFIT FROM
teams committing to a decade together, we had 90s rappers, 60s hippies,
YOUR FAVOURITE ERA IN
THE
LAST 100 YEARS!
20s class, 70s disco fever, 50s glamour and more giant 80s bows and leg
warmers than you could shake a glow stick at.
ISLA GLADSTONE CONSERV
ATORY, LIVERPOOL, 6PM
- MIDNIGHT

REQUEST YOUR TICKET BY

THURSDAY 31
EMAIL: TIMEHOP@PSS.ORG.UK OCTOBER
Each year our communications team make an opening video to kick off
the awards and set the tone for the night, and this year was no different.
Working on the time-hopping theme, this year’s video had PSS people
and the people we support traveling through time together, acting out
scenes from pop culture in each decade as they passed a golden baton through the ages, coming right up to present day. The
comms team managed somehow to keep the whole thing top secret, getting most of our teams in the video at some point
and included lots of people we support, who had loads of fun putting together outfits and sets. Nobody except the comms
team knew the concept of the video or what it would look like until on the night – and safe to say it went down a storm. It
was hilarious! Another example of our amazing PSS culture shining through. In fact, we love it so much, we use it on the
recruitment page of our new website.
Ticket numbers are limited. Your
request will be confirmed on 1 Novembe
r 2019.
By requesting a ticket, you consent
to £5 being deducted from your wages
on 29 November 2019.
More information available on the
Timehop Dottie page.

Every year our staff nominate each other for end-of-year awards based on how they’ve lived our five values, and a panel
of last year’s finalists vote on the winners, with a series of special guests crowning our most big-hearted, open-minded,
genuine, determined and professional people of the year on awards night. This year we had our usual five awards and
one very special, one-off award that we wanted to give out in our 100th birthday year: Pride of PSS. This award was for
someone who lived all of our five values every day. The decision about who should win this award was so tough that we
ended up giving out two awards to two very popular and very well-deserving nominees. One award went to Mandy Howe,
our executive business partner, and one to Chris Goodwin, a Shared Lives development worker in our Wales team.
We certainly don’t have big celebrations like this every year, and we couldn’t have planned a more lovely night to say
thank you to our teams for last year and the previous 99.

Sweating our assets
As you can see from our balance sheet – our purchase of and
investment in Eleanor Rathbone House (our head office) has been
really worth our while. But now we’re really keen to take that to the
next level. We already have Merseyside Community Rehabilitation
Company as a tenant but we want to see how we can make even more
use of our building in the future.
We started a piece of work this year looking at potential tenants (that
match to our values and purpose of course!) and which of our services
could come into our head office and deliver from here. We’re keen to
be really creative in thinking about what we can do with the space and make the most of this asset.
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Work on resolving our pension issue
Our pension deficit continued to be an area of focus this year and we’ve started the process of buying it out. This is a longwinded journey and not for the feint-hearted – our finance team are rolling up their sleeves for what’s likely to take 12-18
months to complete. So, expect to hear more about that in the next annual report!

Development of our Big Plan 2020-2025
Back in summer 2019 we started work on our new ‘Big Plan’. Due to be launched in
April 2020, this is a huge and very important piece of work (it therefore needed the
involvement and views of a whole host of people).
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We started with workshops with the people we support and our staff teams - during
our spring Roadshows in May we asked people about the things that they thought were
important for PSS to focus on over the next five years. Staff engagement in this piece of
work came via Gill Dolan (our interim director of services from 2018/19) – who came
back to help us dig deeper into what people were thinking and what their thoughts and
ideas were for the future. This was a great piece of work and gave the leadership team
and board a lot of content to go through to make it into the new Big Plan that went
back to our senior management team and then our Board to ultimately sign off.

Our progress

Although intensive and time consuming this piece of work has been a great
investment in the future of PSS.

The PSS

Big
Plan

2020
- 2025
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WHAT WE DO:
We’re a social enterprise that
supports people to live happy, healthy
and hopeful lives, whether they’re:
• adults who have learning or
physical disabilities, challenges
with their mental health or
difficulties as they’re getting older;
• people in and around the criminal
justice system; or
• families who’ve been through
unsteady times.

WHY WE DO IT?

M

We believe that no matter what
challenges life brings, everyone
should have the chance to change
things for the better.

WHERE WE’RE
HEADING:
By 2025, we’ll be top of the list for
life-changing support led by those
using it, for roles that are more
than just a job, and for imaginative
thinking that challenges the status
quo in our sector.
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THE GOLDEN
THREAD THAT
RUNS THROUGH
OUR WORK:
Everything we do is guided
by our values. We don’t sit back
and settle for the norm; we love
looking for new and exciting ways
of doing things and we give ourselves
the time and space to do just that.
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We’ve broken our plan of action
into five themes. When each of us
work towards each theme, we’ll get
to where we want to be...

1
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3

Only the people we support know
what it’s like to be in their shoes –
we listen to them, learn from them,
use their knowledge to shape PSS
and help them shape their lives.

We’ll make wise decisions
that keep us around for
future generations.

People want to be part of our
down-to-earth, strong and
ambitious team of staff, Shared
Lives carers and volunteers.
Our differences are celebrated,
but our values unite us.

4
We believe technology,
when used in the right way,
can make everyone’s
personal and professional
lives easier and better.

5
We have a positive impact
on our sector, local communities,
the people within them and the
planet we live on.
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COVID-19 hits
When Mandy, who looks after all things health and safety, started work on
updating our business continuity plans this year, little did she or anyone else
know what was waiting in the wings.
Being the super-organised person she is, Mandy had done an incredible job of working with every
team at PSS to thoroughly plan what would happen if something came up that meant we couldn’t
get into the office or to our places of work, what we’d need to create some semblance of business
as usual and which teams were absolutely essential to our efforts to continue doing what we’re
here to do.
Fast forward a few weeks, and we’re in the middle of a global COVID-19 pandemic
where our offices are closed, the lion’s share of our staff are working from home for
the foreseeable, our day centres are closed and our support staff from there have been
redeployed to other support services.
Mandy and director of operations Harriet were able to spring straight into action at
the first sign that COVID-19 was going to impact PSS, and in the space of two days, the
pair of them had worked with every service manager across our organisation to plan as
far into the future at they could, with the people we support as our number one priority.
Within the first week of lockdown, every single one of our services had made contact
with the majority of people they support, asking them what they need and what type of
support they’d like from us, so nobody would miss out on the support they would usually get.
Absolutely outstanding.
We’re certainly not going to be the only ones to write this in our annual reports this year, but
the end of this financial year has been possibly one of the biggest challenges PSS has faced in its
100-year history. Thankfully, we’re in a much better position than a lot of other organisations
are right now to weather this storm.

That rainy day has arrived
Here at PSS we’ve made wise moves in the last few years to build up our pot of saved money,
and thankfully, it’s put us in a safe financial position for the moment (that rainy day we’ve long
spoken about is here). We’ve had some great conversations with our funders really early on to
make sure the money is going to keep coming in for the foreseeable.
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Adapting to a virtual reality
One of the things we were most concerned about is making sure
the vulnerable people we support were able to get what they
need; how we were going to stop people from feeling isolated
once the Government announced that the whole country was
going to go into lockdown, and that people with underlying
health conditions (which affect a lot of people we support and
our staff) would need to shield themselves, with little to no
contact with others for 12 weeks.
Lucky for us, Ian and Conor, our brilliant tech team, knew
exactly what needed to be done and, working with
Rachael, our director of business development, they
set about getting us ready to put all those business
continuity plans into action.
Ian and Conor had already put what we needed in
place to allow our office-based teams to work from home almost immediately, and they moved really quickly to set up tech
that could keep us in touch with the people who won’t be working from home. We’d just introduced Microsoft Teams across
the organisation, so our staff have been using that daily to stay connected with their individual teams and the rest of PSS.
The team then turned their hand to getting the right tech to the people we
support, so that, for example people from our Making Days services can keep in
touch with their support workers virtually while their centres are closed. We’ve
also been able to use tech to allow people we support to get together in virtual
groups or to see their families, keeping in touch and staying connected.

Keeping everyone in the know
Crisis communications has been another area where we’ve really proven
ourselves during COVID-19. Our communications team have, like everyone else,
jumped into action, working closely with our leadership team to get clear, simple
messages out to our staff, our Shared Lives carers and the people we support. By
the end of those two days of planning that Harriet and Mandy did at the start
of the crisis, tailored letters and text messages had gone out to every individual
person we support, some of our commissioners, our Shared Lives carers and
the families of people we support, too, letting them know exactly how we were
responding. And they’ve been kept up-to-speed ever since with videos, pictures
and written information.
Every week, our staff get a COVID-19 bulletin to update them on any rolecritical information they might need to know, or any new ways we can do our
bit towards helping each other, the people we support and society in general. And each Thursday, our chief exec Lesley does
a live broadcast via Teams, talking through anything urgent, taking live questions and generally talking about what’s been
going on at PSS. Sometimes she’s joined by a guest, who pops on to talk about something specific that our staff have asked
to hear about. This has gone down a treat with many people tuning in live each Thursday or making time to watch the
recording afterwards.

Our heroes
We couldn’t be more proud of our amazing frontline
heroes – our support workers at Making Days,
Community Support and Supported Living, and
our Shared Lives carers – who during this time
have acted so selflessly and courageously to
keep the people we support safe and well. They
have been such a beacon of positivity and hope
during this time, and seeing the smiles on the faces
of the people they’re supporting day in, day out on Teams says
it all.
Support workers who usually work with people in person at our day centres
(now all temporarily closed) have been providing support over the phone or via
video calls, and some people are also lending a hand to our Supported Living and
Community Support services and have been welcomed with open arms into
one big team of resilient, wonderful people. We can’t thank them enough for
the determination they’ve shown. When the nation goes outside to clap for
our carers on a Thursday night, we’re not only clapping for our NHS, we’re
clapping for them, too.
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Still here
The message we’ve sent to the people we support is that we’re
still here. And we are. Through the determination and creativity
of the people who work at PSS, all of our other services have
managed to continue supporting people via video, phone or text
message.
Lockdown leaves many people vulnerable to domestic abuse,
unable to escape their perpetrator. Unable to meet any women
in person, our Ruby team has been using creative ways to
discreetly contact the people they support, helping to keep
them safe and navigate life under all the new rules.
Our Wellbeing Centres team has moved all of their mental
health courses online and have been having one-to-one
support sessions with people who need it most.
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Our Family Impact, Prosper, Shared Lives and Women’s Turnaround teams
have also moved all of their support sessions to either phone or video calls, making sure that we’re still
around for those who need it most.

Looking after each other
We’ve talked time and again about the team spirit at PSS, and if there was ever a time that has proved what an absolutely
amazing team we’ve got, it’s right now during this crisis.
Our teams have pulled together like never before, supporting each other, cheering each other on, stepping in when
someone gets tired or overwhelmed, checking in on people they would usually rarely speak to and making new friends
across the organisation.
Our learning and development team have kept our Wellbeing Wednesdays initiatives rolling through video sessions and
they’ve injected a whole loads of fun into our weekly schedules, too, to keep us going. We’ve got a very well-attended Big
PSS End Of The Week Quiz every fortnight, which people from all over England and Wales join, and we’ve got Monday
Motivation, where teams nominate each other to upload a video of them either explaining what they do to stay motivated,
or doing something daft to make everyone laugh and give them the motivation to get cracking on a Monday. A thoroughly
lovely, thoroughly PSS thing to do.
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Our performance in 2019-2020
The remainder of the Trustees’ Report constitutes the Strategic Report requirements of
the Companies Act 2006.
Financial results
Our financial results this year have been really positive with our underlying financial position remaining solid. Our
trustees are pleased with the results, especially in light of the ongoing pressure placed on public sector funding. Our
net income and expenditure, inclusive of gains and losses on investments, recorded a surplus of £0.2m (2019: £0.7m).
Losses on investment for the year totalled £0.3m (2019: gain of £0.2m) with the underlying position exclusive of losses on
investments being a healthy £0.5m (2019: £0.5m).

COVID-19
During this period and beyond, we have worked collaboratively with funders ensuring the continuation of funding for
services directly affected by COVID-19, this includes our Making Days, Community Support, Shared Lives Day Support and
Wellbeing services. We are currently in the process of planning the return of our
services, making sure that the safety of the people who use them is, as always,
me by directorate
our primary focus.
Inco
:
In financial terms, the biggest impact seen in March 2020 was the
losses on our investments, caused by uncertainty in the markets in
relation to COVID-19. We’re pleased to see a favourable pullback
since year end as the markets recover.

2%
11%

Statement of Financial Activities
Income: Our yearly income of £18.2m represents an increase
of £0.4m on prior year income. However, income in the prior
year included the profit on the disposal of the old head office
of £1m. Therefore, like for like sales growth, excluding the
profit on disposal of property, was £1.4m.
The increase is mainly due to growth in our Shared Lives
services. The Lincolnshire contract that we won in March
2019 accounts for £0.8m of this increase.

25%

Income
2019/20
£18.2m

62%

Our Shared Lives service remains the strongest, generating 62%
of our income.
Expenditure: Our yearly expenditure of £17.7m represented
an increase on prior year expenditure of £1.3m. As with the
increase in income, the increase in expenditure during the year is
primarily due to our Shared Lives service in Lincolnshire, where
we saw an increase of £0.8m

Shared Lives		

Home and Communities

Strengthening Families

Other

The impact of the increase in National Minimum Wage is also included in the adverse variance against the prior year.
Gains and losses on investment: During the year a total realised and unrealised loss on investments of (£0.3m) was
incurred, with unrealised losses totalling (£0.5m) and realised gains £0.2m.
Other gains and losses: During the year we disposed of our mini bus, which resulted in a £3k gain on sale.

Balance Sheet
Our overall increase in funds for the year was £0.2m.
Working capital: Our liquidity position has remained healthy with £1.8m (2019: £1.8m) being held in cash at year-end. The
organisation is able to cover its immediate liabilities by a factor of 2.6 (2019: 2.3).
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The total creditor position has reduced by £0.2m from £2.2m prior year to £2.0m current year. This is due to a decrease in
our pension deficit position held with The Pensions Trust (TPT) relating to payments made during the year. This is a multiemployer scheme, with a calculated net present value of future deficit contributions relating to PSS of £0.8m, shown as a
liability as at the balance sheet date. There is an ongoing plan in place to pay affordable additional contributions with the
intention of clearing the debt over an agreed period.
Debt: We continue to be debt free.
Investments: The value of our investments has decreased £0.2m against prior year, from £3.6m to £3.4m. The decrease is
due to unrealised losses impacted by uncertainty in the markets relating to the impact of COVID-19.
During the year we moved from a managed fund arrangement with Rathbones Investment Management to the CCLA COIF
Charities Investment Fund.
The fund is a common investment fund established and regulated by the scheme dated May 2008 and made under section
24 of the Charities Act 1993, now section 96 of the Charities Act 2011.
The fund is managed by the manager as an unregulated collective investment scheme and as an alternative investment
fund in accordance with the FCA Regulations and the AIFMD Legislation
Investment objective: To provide a long-term total return comprising growth in capital and income
Investment policy: The portfolio is an actively managed, diversified portfolio of assets designed to help both present and
future beneficiaries from the effects of inflation. It has an emphasis on equities but also includes property, bonds and other
asset classes.
Target returns: A long term gross total return of 5% per annum net of inflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index.
The fund follows a client-driven ethical investment policy.
Reserves: Our reserves policy outlines the level of free reserves that PSS holds in order to ensure we can cover our current
cash flow needs and potential future obligations. This is done with the objective that we would be able to continue our work
if faced with difficult financial times, whilst having time to adjust our business strategy, and additionally maximise the funds
available to fund charitable activities. By definition, our free reserves are unrestricted reserves less tangible fixed assets.
Our balance of free reserves currently stands at £4.0m. This includes approximately six weeks’ worth of anticipated
expenditure and the remaining balance being our transformation and development fund, which currently stands at £1.9m.
This is reviewed regularly by the trustees.
Trustees consider the level of free reserves held to be satisfactory.
Restricted reserves: Our restricted funds are to be used for detailed purposes as specified by the original objectives of those
funders. Three of the restricted funds; Child Welfare, Mountford Fund and Liverpool Queen Victoria Fund have been
invested and the income arising is spent on the specified purpose.
Going concern: The trustees have given consideration to the basis of preparing financial statements in the context of the
challenging times affecting the charitable sector and most recently considered the impact of COVID-19. Forecasts have
been prepared and reviewed for the forthcoming year, including a sensitivity analysis including the estimated impact of
COVID-19. Having done so, the trustees consider that the going concern basis remains appropriate. Further information in
this respect is given in the accounting policies.

Key performance indicators 2019/20
This year we continued to report on a number of important key performance indicators (KPIs) across various areas of the
business, offering an ‘at a glance’ picture of corporate health for our Board and Sub-committees to reassure them on our
progress against our plan.
19/20
Q1

19/20
Q2

19/20
Q3

19/20
Q4

YearEnd
Result

18/19

Commentary

Bids submitted with
an innovation focus
(Target = 33% of bids)

25%

50%

0%

n/a

22%

38%

This year has been quite strong for
innovation bids with a number of
new ideas and projects obtaining
funding. All of these related to our
troubled families and criminal justice
areas of work. Qtr 4 is n/a as no bids
were submitted during this quarter.

Progress against
annual growth target
(Target = 100%)

28%

39%

39%

44%

44%

77%

This year has been a challenge for
growth. This has been a combination
of limited opportunities in our areas
of priority and big internal projects
that have reduced the capacity of
the development team to proactively
source new work.

Regulated services
compliant

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Working to compliance requirements
– awaiting first CQC inspection for
Lincolnshire Shared Lives.

KPI
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Managing external pressures: funding
As an organisation that receives the majority of its income through contracts with the public
sector we, like many others, are feeling the impact of the funding cuts that are taking hold
across the UK. This means that service pricing and value for money are absolutely central to
our offer and retention is key to our future success.
Adherence to our Business Development Strategy which has clear objectives around
sustainability and growth has enabled us to maintain a consistent approach to bids and
tenders, which has enabled us to retain and secure new business.

In 2019-2020 we retained funding around key contracts including:
• New Leaf • Wellbeing Centres • Staffordshire Shared Lives
We’ve also built on our growth strategy by winning new contracts including:
• LCVS/Capacity Community Connector project
• Flintshire Shared Lives
• Wrexham Shared Lives
• Merseyside Police – Diversion and Liaison Service
Work that ended during the year:
• Digital Health • Seedlings • Spinning World

Risk management
The Board of Trustees has ultimate responsibility for the management of risk across PSS. However, delegated authority has
been passed to the Audit and Governance Sub-committee to maintain a framework of risk management and control across
the organisation.
We have a cross-organisational risk register that sits at leadership level and is assessed by the Audit and Governance
Sub-committee, and the Board quarterly. Any changes in the potential impact and/or interventions around these risks are
discussed at these meetings. Underneath this sits a directorate risk register and underneath that, a service register. All risk
registers are real-time active documents and formally re-assessed each month at team meetings. We have listed below the
top four risks taken from our risk register.
1. Financial risk relating to contract margins squeeze
The current economic climate remains challenging, specifically the financial challenges arising from the National Minimum
Wage legislation and more recently COVID-19. We continue to mitigate financial risk by focusing on securing new
contracts through our Business Innovation Strategy. We have a high-level, long-term financial plan that considers the
financial risks and how they can be mitigated.
In terms of investments, PSS is exposed to market price risks arising from movements in the value of units held in the COIF
Charitable Investment fund.
CCLA Fund Managers are responsible for all the investment management, risk management and administration services.
They employ a risk management process, including the use of appropriate stress testing procedures, which enables them
to identify, measure, manage and monitor at any time the relevant risks of the positions to which the fund is or may be
exposed and their contribution to the overall risk profile of the fund.
2. Financial risk relating to COVID-19
From March 2020, PSS had to stop operating our Making Days and Community Support services, due to the nature of the
face-to-face support provided and the risks associated with this.
Operations have been working with the people who use our services to gain insight into how they would like to be
supported during this time. We have provided online, telephone and some face-to-face sessions that passed our strict risk
assessment criteria.
We have completed financial scenario planning, detailing the potential financial impact based on various return rates to the
service, and continue to work with our funders, securing payments and also progressing our redesign of the services
The trustees believe that PSS’s assets are available and adequate to fulfil its charitable obligations.
3. Financial risk relating to potential backdated ‘sleep in’ liability
On 13 July 18, the Court of Appeal reversed an employment tribunal judgment against Mencap, which had ruled that sleepin shift workers should be paid the full minimum wage instead of a flat-rate for each shift, which is common practice in the
sector.
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In February 2019 the Supreme Court granted Unison permission to appeal the Court of Appeal ruling. The hearing took
place in February 2020, with a decision expected July 2020.
During the previous year PSS, on the advice of HMRC, undertook a full self-review of our compliance with National
Minimum Wage regulations. We also completed a Social Care Compliance Scheme declaration form which showed a nil
return.
On this basis PSS does not believe a provision or contingent liability is required at this time.
4. Financial risk relating to the pension deficit
PSS participates in The Pensions Trust Growth Plan, a multi-employer defined benefit pension scheme managed by The
Pensions Trust (TPT). The pension scheme is currently carrying a significant deficit, backed up by a robust payment plan see note nine to the financial statements.
PSS has entered into a funding agreement with TPT to contribute towards the scheme deficit and recognises a liability for
this obligation. The valuation is conducted every three years, based on a number of factors can increase or decrease the
deficit position.
We’re currently working with an industry expert to progress our strategy in this area.
5. Operational risk
Ensuring safe and excellent delivery of services is key to our mission and compliance is managed through a specialist
team led by our head of quality. This is vital in ensuring key risks around service delivery including safeguarding, equal
opportunities and human rights are managed. The head of quality works alongside the director of operations to ensure
our services meet regulatory standards, information governance standards and exceed the expectations of the people we
support through supporting the continuous improvement and development of our services.
6. Financial risk of Brexit
The UK has now left the EU and is in the transition period. PSS has reviewed the potential impact on our staffing, suppliers
and contracts and concluded our main concern is the possibility of a future recession and the impact this could have on
funding. The trustees believe our healthy reserve position would help us through any such challenges.

Auditor
In respect of each trustee at the date the trustees’ report is signed:
• So far as we are aware, there is no information needed by the charity’s auditor in connection with preparing their report
(relevant audit information) of which they are unaware, and;
• As the trustees of the charity we have taken all steps that we ought to have taken in order to make ourselves aware of
any relevant audit information and to establish the company’s auditor is aware of that information.
A resolution to reappoint BDO LLP as auditors for the ensuing year will be proposed.
Signed on behalf of the trustees.

Mark Rathbone
Chair
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Thank you to all our staff
The trustees of PSS would like to thank the following 404 staff who worked for us
during 2019-20.
Julie Adams, Nikita Allen, Conor Anderson, Jessica Anderson, Claire Apea-Agyei, Alison Arnold, Gillian Bailey, Louise Bailey, Lauren
Baines, Emily Baker, Emma Bannon, Naomi Bateren, Ann Bell, Robert Bell, Charlotte Benton, Sean Berry, Pradnya Bhatkulkar, Leah
Billows, Rachel Bishop, Carl Black, Rebecca Bloor-Steen, Isabel Blundell, Stacey Bonser, Alia Boqash, Laura Boulton, Susan Bowness,
Sandra Bracegirdle, Thomas Bradley, Samuel Bratherton, Andrea Bravender, Elizabeth Bray, Carlos Brenlla, Laura Bricklebank, Lyn
Brittles, Heather Bromilow, Alex Brooks, Evelyn Bulger, Jonathan Burrell, Roy Burrows, Angela Burton, Elizabeth Burwood, Emma
Butcher, Amy Butler, Gabriella Butler, Jane Carpenter, Jacqueline Carroll, Carlton Chahwanda, Ruramai Chahwanda, Brenda Chambers,
Rita Chambers, Victoria Chambers, Julie Chan, Jane Chesworth, Katarzyna Ciesielska, Toni-Marie Clague, Pamela Clare, Jane Clarke,
Sandra Clarke, Warren Clarke, Mark Clausen, Maria Clequin, Ellen Clitheroe, Jane Colligan, Anna Collins, Catherine Collins, Dylan
Conning, Ashleigh Connor, Michelle Cooksey, Sharon Cooper, Emily Cooper-Grace, Oliver Cooper-Grace, Joanne Costi, Louise Cotton,
Susan Cowan, David Cowhig, James Cowhig, Angelique Cowley, Jade Cox, Sarah Crane, Andrew Crawford, Gillian Creevy, Tracey
Cubbin, Julie Culvin, Judith Cummings, Christina Cunningham, Laura Curran, Kayleigh Curtis, Janet Curzon, Gillian Daly, Meabh
Daly, Deberah Davies, Elizabeth Davies, Lisa Davies, Andrew Delamere, Natalie Desilva, Keith Devereux, Rosemary Devereux, Sarah
Dewick, Sharon Dickinson, Filomena Dinis dos Santos Modke, Gordon Dinn, Lesley Dixon, Sarah Dobie, Francesca Dolan, Gill Dolan,
Carol Donnelly, Ann Marie Dover, Hannah Doyle, Pamela Doyle, Abigail Drinkell, Rebecca Duggan, Tessa Dunbavin, Paul Dunn, Debbie
Dunne, Karen Dunning, Emma Durkin, Leonard Edmondson, Ian Edwards, Paul Edwards, Sharon Edwards, David Emberton, Ronald
English, Allison Ennis, Faye Evans, Sesmin Ewing, Ahmed Farah, Caroline Fellows, Joanna Fellows, Tate Ferguson, Lili-Jo Fitzpatrick,
Jayne Flynn, Bernadette Foley, Mark Foley, Michelle Ford, Pamela Foy, Elizabeth Freeman, Michael Galbraith, Gillian Gargan, Stephen
Gash, Peter Gill, Mary Goodchild, Christopher Goodwin, Stephanie Goodwin, Karen Goulding, Anna Graf-Osemwegie, Susan Graham,
Stephen Graves, Susan Greatwich, Anthony Green, Jai Green, Joseph Green, Lisa Greenaway, Nicola Greig, Kirsty Griffiths, Helen
Grunshaw, Donna Hall, Darron Hama, Allan Handslip, Tina Hanratty, Nikita Hardwick, Marcus Hardy, Norma Harris, Pauline
Henderson, Caroline Hendry, Maria Hickinbottom, Catherine Higham, Jane Hines, Janice Hirrell, Lauren Hirrell, Zoe Hji-Christoforou,
Nataliey Holden, Clare Holt, Janice Hooper, Teresa Hooper, Susan Houghton, Connor Howard, Amanda Howe, Joanne Hughes, Julie
Humphreys, Karen Debra Hyland, Veronica Hynes, Lisa Irvine, Carla Jackson, Victoria Jackson, Sj Jaimison, Joanne James, Andrew
Jervis, Deborah Johnson, Alison Jones, Diane Jones, Ian Jones, Katrina Jones, Paul Jones, Rachel Jones, Katy Joyce, Reena Kaypee,
Anne Kilroy, Elizabeth King, Sean Kirk, Aleksandra Kopera, Ellen Kristensen, Casey Lalley-McDonnell, Victoria Lander, Charlotte
Landry, Heather Lane, Sheila Lane, Alexandra Leach, Lynn Learman, David Leary, Michelle Lee, Elaine Leslie, Katherine Letch, Kyle
Lewis, Lee Lewis, Lynne Lomas, Jake Lord, Rebecca Lunt, Gemma Lyons, Annette Mackinnon, Linda Maginness, Catherine Maher,
Susan Margaret Mansfield, Suzanne Marks, Nicola Martin, Wayne Martin, Hakeem Masha Bolaji, Jennifer Mason, Janice Mather,
Kathleen Maunsell-Cogley, Jill May, Kerris McBride, Kirsty Mccartney, Margaret McCartney, Simone McCaskill, Rachel Mccluskey,
Terrie McCoy, Julia McDermott, Angela McDonnell, Paula McDonnell, Catherine McGarry, Linda McGarry, Hannah McGimpsey,
Nicola Mcgovern, Emma McGregor, Mark McHale, Michelle McHale, John McLean, Lynsey McLoughlin, Heather McMaddy, David
McMahon, Joseph McNicholas, Francis Meadows, Brendan Meethan, Troy Melvin, Harriet Michael-Phillips, Angela Milliken, Lynda
Mills, Melinda Mitchell, Deborah Mitchinson, Kirsty Montgomery, Denise Moon, Ceri Moore, Karen Moore, Rachael Moore, Janette
Morton, Patrick Morton, Andrew Murphy, Jane Murphy, Victoria Murrell, Rodgers Mutandwa, Jean Naylor, Marie Needham, Barry
Neil, Keith Newman, Rebecca Newman, Rachel Newport, Louis Nodwell, Kirsty Oakes, Pamela Oden, Sandra Odogu, Lisa O’Grady,
Nuala O’Hagan, Siobhan O’Hagan, Susan Oliver, Susan Orme, Lisa O’rourke, Maria Owens, Hannah Parr, Louise Pearce, Ashley
Pennington, Patricia Perryman, Karen Peters, Karen Phillips, Simon Plaistow, Susanne Plath, Alison Plumb, Christina Pomford, Karen
Pooley, Bethany Potter, Maria Prendergast, Henrieta Pribulova, Nichola Proctor, Victoria Pulford, Amanda Purcell, Quirat-Ul-Anne
Quayum, Joanne Quinn, Michael Quinn, Lorna Rackstraw, Sarah Ralphs, Sandi Rance, Andrew Reader, Abigail Reese, Elizabeth
Reeves, Irene Reid, Jayne Reid, Peter Riding, Mandy Riley, Alan Rimmer, Darren Roberts, James Roberts, Joanne Roberts, Ledine
Roberts, Patricia Roberts, Lynn Robertson, Dave Roberts-Simcock, Brian Robinson, Lauren Robson, Joyce Roland, Amy Ross, Marie
Ross, Karen Rowland, Carole Ruddick, Colin Rushton, Samantha Rwodzi, Jessica Schorah, Krystal Scott, Shelley Scott, Natasha Scurr,
Mary Seasman, Annette Sedgwick Hands, Karima Setohy, Geoffrey Shaw, Bernadette Sheridan, Paul Simpson, Rushell Small, Debra
Smallshaw, Chelsea Smith, Georgia Smith, Gina Smith, Matthew Smith, Tracey Smith, Katharine Spencer-Kay, Maria Stamiri, Gemma
Stanley, Thomas Stanley, Dorcas Steadman, Luke Stevenson, Rachael Stott, Collette Stregapede, Marina Susil-pryke, Joanne Swale,
Gillian Tarpey, Janice Taylor, Kenneth Taylor, Leanne Taylor, Samantha Thain, Jon-paul Thomas, Wendy Thomas, Derek Thompson,
David Thorogood, Emma Tipton, Victoria Tollitt, Ian Travis, Toni Ulyatt, Carmen Uniacke, Matthew Unsworth, Jane Urmson, Anisa
Veneti, Andrew Walkley, Justin Wall, Jason Ward, Jane Watkins, Gary Wells, Karen Wells, Kathryn Whelan, Siobhan Whittaker,
David Williams, Gemma Williams, Helen Williams, Jessica Williams, John Williams, Patricia Williams, Lucy Williamson, Chloe
Willingham, David Wilson, Melissa Wilson, Sarah Wilson, Sally Wintrip, Katie Wlodarczyk, Jade Wood, Kimberley Worthington,
Yuekai Wu, William Young, Karol Zwolinski.
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Trustees’ responsibilities
The trustees are responsible for preparing the strategic report, the trustees’ annual report
and the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and regulations.
Company law requires the trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year in accordance with United
Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (United Kingdom Accounting Standards and applicable law). Under
company law the trustees must not approve the financial statements unless they are satisfied that they give a true and fair
view of the state of affairs of the charity and of the incoming resources and application of resources, including the income
and expenditure, of the charity for that period.
In preparing these financial statements, the trustees are required to:
• select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
• make judgements and accounting estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
• state whether applicable UK Accounting Standards have been followed, subject to any material departures disclosed and
explained in the financial statements; and
• prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the charity will
continue in business.
The trustees are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records that are sufficient to show and explain the charity’s
transactions and disclose the financial position of PSS with reasonable accuracy at any time and enable them to ensure that
the financial statements comply with the UK Companies Act 2006. They’re also responsible for safeguarding the assets of
the charity and taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
Financial statements are published on PSS’s website in accordance with legislation in the United Kingdom governing
the preparation and dissemination of financial statements, which may vary from legislation in other jurisdictions. The
maintenance and integrity of the charity’s website is the responsibility of the trustees. The trustees’ responsibility also
extends to the ongoing integrity of the financial statements contained therein.
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Independent Auditors’ Report
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of PSS (UK) (“the Charitable Company”) for the year ended 31 March 2020 which
comprise the Statement of Financial Activities, the Balance Sheet, the Cash Flow Statement and notes to the financial
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. The financial reporting framework that has been
applied in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards, including Financial Reporting
Standard 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice).
In our opinion, the financial statements:
• give a true and fair view of the state of the Charitable Company’s affairs as at 31 March 2020 and of its incoming
resources and application of resources for the year then ended;
• have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice; and
• have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and applicable law. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements section of our report. We are independent of the Charitable Company in accordance with the ethical requirements
relevant to our audit of the financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our
other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion..

Conclusions related to going concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs (UK) require us to report to you
where:
• the trustees’ use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is not appropriate;
or
• the trustees have not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material uncertainties that may cast significant
doubt about the Charitable Company’s ability to continue to adopt the going concern basis of accounting for a period of at
least twelve months from the date when the financial statements are authorised for issue.

Other information
The other information comprises the information included in the Annual Report, other than the financial statements and
our auditor’s report thereon. The trustees are responsible for the other information.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly
stated in our report, we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so,
consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained
in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify such material inconsistencies or apparent
material misstatements, we are required to determine whether there is a material misstatement in the financial statements
or a material misstatement of the other information. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a
material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.

Opinions on other matters prescribed by the Companies Act 2006
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit:
• the information given in the Trustees’ Report, which includes the Directors’ Report and the Strategic report prepared for
the purposes of company law, for the financial year for which the financial statements are prepared is consistent with the
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financial statements; and
• the Strategic Report and the Directors’ Report, which are included in the Trustees’ Report, have been prepared in
accordance with applicable legal requirements.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception
In the light of the knowledge and understanding of the Charitable Company and its environment obtained in the course of
the audit, we have not identified material misstatement in the Strategic Report or the Trustee’s Report.
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the Companies Act 2006 requires us to
report to you if, in our opinion;
• adequate accounting records have not been kept, or returns adequate for our audit have not been received from branches
not visited by us; or
• the financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns; or
• certain disclosures of directors’ remuneration specified by law are not made; or
• we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit.

Responsibilities of trustees
As explained more fully in the trustees’ responsibilities statement, the trustees (who are also the directors of the charitable
company for the purposes of company law) are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being
satisfied that they give a true and fair view, and for such internal control as the trustees determine is necessary to enable
the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the trustees are responsible for assessing the Charitable Company’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of
accounting unless the trustees either intend to liquidate the Charitable Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic
alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the Financial Statements
We have been appointed as auditor under the Companies Act 2006 and report in accordance with the Act and relevant
regulations made or having effect thereunder.
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will
always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users
taken on the basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located at the Financial Reporting
Council’s (FRC’s) website at: www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities.
This description forms part of our auditor’s report.

Use of our report
This report is made solely to the Charitable Company’s members, as a body, in accordance with Chapter 3 of Part 16
of the Companies Act 2006. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the Charitable Company’s
members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest
extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Charitable Company and the
Charitable Company’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Helen Knowles (senior statutory auditor)
For and on behalf of BDO LLP, statutory auditor
Manchester, United Kingdom
22nd October 2020
BDO LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales (with registered number OC305127).
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Statement of Financial Activities
including the income and expenditure account

Note
Income and endowments from:

2020

2020

Restated 2019

Restated 2019

Restated 2019

Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

£

£

£

£

£

£

79,248

28,872

108,120

175,421

42,838

218,259

17,250,796

232,626

17,483,422

15,901,278

193,040

16,094,318

-

288,538

288,538

-

328,732

328,732

98,554

37,860

136,414

71,922

32,839

104,761

2

Donations and legacies
Charitable activities
Other trading activities
Investments
Other
Total

Expenditure on:

2020

205,046

-

205,046

1,097,355

-

1,097,355

17,633,644

587,896

18,221,540

17,245,976

597,449

17,843,425

4,027

-

4,027

3,965

-

3,965

17,099,096

593,559

17,692,655

15,741,473

596,309

16,337,782

26,883

-

26,883

38,225

-

38,225

17,130,006

593,559

17,723,565

15,783,663

596,309

16,379,972

(189,553)

(82,440)

(271,993)

159,760

36,443

1,659,656

314,085

(88,103)

225,982

1,622,073

37,583

1,659,656

-

-

-

(82,200)

82,200

-

3

Raising funds
Charitable activities:
- standard expenditure
- pension exceptional costs
Total

Net gains/(losses) on investments

Net income/(expenditure)

Transfers between funds

Other recognised gains/(losses)
-

-

-

469,281

-

469,281

-

-

-

234,710

-

234,710

314,085

(88,103)

225,982

2,243,864

119,783

2,363,647

Total funds brought forward

6,933,497

810,101

7,743,598

4,689,633

690,318

5,379,951

Total funds carried forward

7,247,582

721,998

7,969,580

6,933,497

810,101

7,743,598

Gains/(losses) on revaluation of fixed assets
Gain/(loss) on revaluation of pension liability

Net movement in funds

9

Reconciliation of funds

PSS has no recognised gains and losses other than those included above. All operations are continuing.
The notes on pages 37-47 form part of these accounts.
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Balance Sheet at 31 March 2020
Note

2020

2019

£

£

Fixed assets
Tangible assets

4

2,722,542

2,739,278

Investment property

5

440,000

440,000

Investments

6

3,363,461

3,600,609

6,526,003

6,779,887

Current assets
1,672,341

1,308,144

1,779,394

1,817,386

3,451,735

3,125,530

1,338,350

1,342,132

Net current assets

2,113,385

1,783,398

Total assets less current liabilities

8,639,388

8,563,285

669,808

819,687

669,808

819,687

7,969,580

7,743,598

721,998

810,101

6,607,157

6,286,518

Debtors

7

Cash at bank and in hand

Liabilities
Amounts falling due within one year

8

Liabilities
Amounts falling due greater than one year:
Pension deficit contribution

8, 9

Total net assets

The funds of the charity
Restricted funds

10

Unrestricted funds:
General reserve
Fixed asset revaluation reserve

640,425

646,979

7,969,580

7,743,598

These Financial Statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 23rd September 2020 and signed on its behalf by:

Mark Rathbone
Chair
21st October 2020
The notes on pages 37-47 form part of these accounts.
Company registration number 00214077.
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Cash Flow Statement

for the year ended 31 March 2020
2020

Restated 2019

£

£

(36,159)

589,813

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:
Dividends, interest and rents from investments
Proceeds from the sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from sale of investments
Purchase of investments

Net cash (used in)/provided by investing activities

136,414

104,761

3,321

2,500,000

(106,723)

(2,415,443)

4,160,380

585,970

(4,195,225)

(807,218)

(1,833)

(31,930)

(37,992)

557,883

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the reporting period

1,817,386

1,259,503

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period

1,779,394

1,817,386

225,982

1,659,656

123,459

99,192

(3,321)

(990,856)

-

(39,144)

Change in cash and cash equivalents in the reporting period

Reconciliation of net income/(expenditure) to net cash flow from operating activities

Net income/(expenditure) for the reporting period (as per the SOFA)
Adjustments for:
Depreciation charges
Profit on sale of property
Expenditure charged against profit on sale of property

271,993

(196,203)

Dividends, interest and rents from investments

(136,414)

(104,761)

(Increase)/decrease in debtors

(364,197)

260,551

(Decrease)/increase in creditors

(153,661)

(98,622)

(36,159)

589,813

Cash in hand

1,779,394

1,817,386

Total cash and cash equivalents

1,779,394

1,817,386

(Gains)/losses on investments

Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

Analysis of cash and cash equivalents

The notes on pages 37-47 form part of these accounts.
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Notes to the Financial

Statements

1. Accounting policies
Basis of preparation
The company is limited by guarantee and has no share capital.
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Charities SORP (FRS 102) - Accounting and Reporting
by Charities: Statement of Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing their accounts in accordance with the
Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102) effective 1 January 2019 (Charities
SORP (FRS 102)), the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102), the Companies
Act 2006 and the Charities Act 2011.
The Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with the historical cost convention, except that investments
are stated at market value, and freehold land and buildings are carried at valuation.
The company has a £1 investment in a dormant subsidiary. Consolidated accounts have not been prepared on the grounds
of materiality. The accounts therefore present information about the company only and not about its group.
The trustees confirm that the charity meets the definition of a public benefit entity under FRS 102.

Going concern
The Financial Statements have been prepared on a going concern basis, which principally assumes that the company will
continue to receive grants and fees at a sustainable level.
The directors and management are aware of the potential impact of further national and local government spending
reviews on the company and the impact of the living wage.
We have most recently considered the impact of COVID-19, completing sensitivity analysis on the potential financial
impact and feeding this into our financial plan. The trustees are satisfied with the projections.
Over the past year, we have fully adhered to our reserves strategy and produced an updated financial plan that has been
agreed by the trustees.
On this basis and taking into account the strength of the balance sheet and levels of cash and unrestricted investments
currently held of £1.8m and £2.5m, the directors believe that, whilst uncertainty exists, this does not pose a material
uncertainty that would cast doubt on the charity’s ability to continue as a going concern. The directors therefore consider it
appropriate to prepare the Financial Statements on a going concern basis.

Income and expenditure
Service income represents the amount of grants and fees receivable for the year and is credited to incoming resources
when the services have been completed. Income relating to a future period is deferred.
Donations and legacies are recognised when receipt is probable and the value can be measured reliably.
Investment income is recognised when receivable for unrestricted services and in accordance with restrictions for
restricted services.
The contribution of volunteers is not quantified in financial terms.
Expenditure is recognised on an accruals basis and is allocated between:
• expenditure incurred on the fulfilment of the charity’s objectives (charitable activities);
• expenditure incurred directly in the effort to raise voluntary contributions (costs of generating funds); and
• expenditure incurred in the governance of the charity.
Any unexpended income on services which relates to grants or donations which must be expended in the following year
is taken to creditors as ‘Grants and donations received in advance’, and shown as deferred income. The outturns of other
services, whose income exceeds expenditure or whose expenditure exceeds income, are taken to reserves.
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Allocation of overheads
PSS has a significant degree of centralisation of services such as human resources, business development, finance, IT and
quality and compliance.
The costs of these centralised services are allocated to individual services on the basis of actual service expenditure. This
ensures a fair and transparent allocation of costs and is in line with accepted practices within the voluntary sector.

Fund accounting
Restricted funds are to be used for specific purposes laid down by the donor. Expenditure for those purposes is charged to
the fund, together with a fair allocation of overheads and support costs.
Unrestricted funds are donations and other incoming resources received or generated for expenditure on the general
objectives of the charity.

Investments
Investments are stated in the balance sheet at fair value. Unrealised gains and losses arising on the revaluation of
investments are, together with the realised gains and losses arising on the sale of investments, shown in the statement of
financial activities as net gains/(losses) on investments.

Tangible fixed assets
Properties, including land and buildings, are included at fair value as at the balance sheet date. A full valuation is attained
from a qualified valuer, for each property at regular intervals, and specifically in any year were the trustees believe there
has been a material change in value.
Revaluation gains or losses (which are not considered to be impairment losses) on assets held for the charity’s own use are
included in the SOFA under the section for other recognised gains and losses.
Depreciation is calculated to write off the cost or valuation of tangible fixed assets, excluding land, less their residual values,
on a straight line basis over their estimated useful lives.
The following depreciation rates are used:
Furnishings and fittings			
20%
Office equipment and minibuses		
25%
Freehold property			2%
Leasehold property			2%
Property valuation are split as follows:
					Land 		Building
Eleanor Rathbone House			25%		75%
Other property				75%		25%
The split for Eleanor Rathbone House has been used on the advice of the independent valuers, who deem the majority
of the value to be in the building. The ‘other’ properties however are much older and are therefore deemed to hold the
majority of their value in the land.
Service-based assets, and assets individually costing below £250 are written off fully in the year of acquisition.

Investment property
A portion of the leasehold property, Eleanor Rathbone House, is leased out to a third party and meets the definition of a
mi¬xed-use property. It is therefore recognised as an investment property. Investment property is held at fair value as at
the balance sheet date. The portion of Eleanor Rathbone House held as investment property is one sixth of the total fair
value, which represents the area of the property which the lessee occupies.

Leased equipment
Payments in respect of operating lease agreements (being agreements not giving rights approximating to ownership) have
been charged to the Statement of Financial Activities on a straight line basis.

Financial instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when PSS (UK) becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the
instrument. All financial assets and liabilities are initially measured at transaction price (including transaction costs). PSS
(UK) only has financial assets and financial liabilities of a kind that qualify as basic financial instruments. Basic financial
instruments are initially recognised at transaction value and subsequently measured at their settlement value.
Trade and other debtors are recognised at the settlement amount due after any trade discount offered. Prepayments are
valued at the amount prepaid net of any trade discounts due.
Creditors and provisions are recognised where PSS (UK) has a present obligation resulting from a past event that will
probably result in the transfer of funds to a third party and the amount due to settle the obligation can be measured or
estimated reliably. Creditors and provisions are normally recognised at their settlement amount after allowing for any trade
discounts due.
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Pension costs and other post-retirement benefits
PSS participate in The Growth Plan Scheme, a multi-employer defined contribution pension scheme managed by TPT. It has
not been possible to identify the underlying assets and liabilities belonging to the charity. As such, pension contributions
are accounted for as if the scheme were a defined contribution pension scheme. Contributions to the pension fund are
charged to the SOFA.
PSS has also entered into a funding agreement with TPT to contribute towards the scheme deficit and recognises a liability
for this obligation. The amount recognised is the net present value of the deficit contributions payable under the agreement
that relates to the deficit. The interest cost of the debt is reflected in the SOFA with the payments (less interest) being offset
against the liability.

Termination benefits
Termination benefits are employee benefits payable as a result of either the charity’s decision to terminate an employee’s
employment; or an employee’s decision to accept voluntary redundancy in exchange for those benefits.

Judgements in applying accounting policies and key sources of estimation uncertainty
In preparing the financial statements, the trustees are required to make estimates and judgements. The matters considered
below are considered to be the most important in understanding the judgements that are involved in preparing the
financial statements and the uncertainties that could impact the amounts reported in the results of operations, financial
position and cash flows.
• Pension scheme deficit reduction payments - As explained at note 9, there is a deficit reduction plan in place in respect
of the PSS (UK) membership of TPT’s Growth Plan. FRS 102 requires a liability to be recognised in respect of the present
value of future contributions payable under the terms of the deficit recovery plan. The incorporation of this liability
in the financial statements involves the exercise of judgement in a number of areas, including the selection of an
appropriate discount rate.
• Valuation of freehold and long-leasehold property - In order to determine the fair value, advice is taken from
independent qualified valuers. In this context, judgement is exercised in a number of areas, including local market
conditions and investor demand.
• Classification of leases - Whether leases entered into by PSS (UK), as lessee, is operating leases or finance leases. These
decisions depend on an assessment of whether the risks and rewards of ownership have been transferred from the lessor
to the lessee on a lease by lease basis.s.
Other key sources of estimation uncertainty include:
• Depreciation of tangible fixed assets and impairment – Tangible fixed assets are depreciated over their useful lives taking
into account residual lives, where appropriate.
• Provision for bad debts – Bad debts is provided against when there is objective evidence that the debt will not be
recoverable.

2. Incoming resources
Analysis of income:

2020

Restated 2019

£

£

Grants:
-

4,500

103,500

50,918

NHS Wirral CCG

-

27,500

Children in Need

58,075

28,026

Liverpool City Council
Ministry of Justice

Other
Total grant income

Fees for charitable services provided
Donations from trusts and individuals
Big Lottery Fund
Legacies

71,051

82,096

232,626

193,040

17,250,796

15,901,278

56,861

216,757

288,538

328,732

51,259

1,502

Investment income

136,414

104,761

Sundry income

205,046

1,097,355

18,221,540

17,843,425

Total income
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Movements in deferred income
Grant income deferred at 1.4.2019
Grants receivable in the year

2020

Restated 2019

£

£

32,987

28,782

248,430

197,245

Grant income deferred at 31.3.2020

(48,791)

(32,987)

Grant income recognised for the year

232,626

193,040

Donation income deferred at 1.4.2019

-

-

108,120

218,259

-

-

108,120

218,259

79,063

118,047

Donations received in the year
Donation income deferred at 31.3.2020
Donation income recognised for the year
Big Lottery Fund income deferred at 1.4.2019
Big Lottery Fund income receivable in the year

239,512

289,748

Big Lottery Fund income deferred at 31.3.2020

(30,037)

(79,063)

Big Lottery Fund income recognised in the year

288,538

328,732

178,322

124,093

17,146,345

15,955,507

Fee income deferred at 1.4.2019
Fee income receivable in the year

(73,871)

(178,322)

17,250,796

15,901,278

2020

Restated 2019

Fee income deferred at 31.3.2020
Fee income recognised in the year

Analysis of income by operational area:
Homes and Communities
Shared Lives

£

£

4,600,579

4,616,052

11,335,530

9,946,467

1,921,012

1,750,013

364,419

1,530,893

18,221,540

17,843,425

Strengthening Families
Other
Sundry income for 2019 has been restated to reclassify profit on disposal of property, plant and
equipment from other recognised gains to other income in accordance with FRS 102 SORP. There
has been no impact on the SOFA or net movement in funds.
2020
Income deferred
1.4.2019

Income receivable
for the year

£

£

£

£

6,544

79,512

(79,403)

6,653

Parent and Baby Wellness 0010300227

13,333

160,000

(151,949)

21,384

The Ruby Project 0010255361

59,186

-

(57,186)

2,000

Big Lottery Fund analysis

Family Impact 0010266218

Homeshare

Income recognised
for the year

Income deferred
at 31.3.2020

-

-

-

-

79,063

239,512

(288,538)

30,037

Income recognised
for the year

Income deferred
at 31.3.2019

2019
Income deferred
1.4.2018

Income receivable
for the year

£

£

£

£

6,435

78,214

(78,105)

6,544

Parent and Baby Wellness 0010300227

13,333

160,000

(160,000)

13,333

The Ruby Project 0010255361

88,279

61,534

(90,627)

59,186

10,000

(10,000)

-

-

118,047

289,748

(328,732)

79,063

Big Lottery Fund analysis

Family Impact 0010266218

Homeshare

2020
Investment income includes:
Income from UK listed investments

2019

£

£

84,881

83,365

Income from non-UK listed investments

12,216

14,994

Income from investment and unit trusts

28,891

-

Interest on deposit funds

10,426

6,402

136,414

104,761
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3. Expenditure
2020
Expenditure on charitable activities

Home and Communities
Shared Lives
Strengthening Families
Other
Costs of generating voluntary income

Direct
Costs

Support
Costs

Governance
Costs

Pension
Exceptional Costs

Total

£

£

£

£

£

3,898,268

375,924

14,454

6,676

4,295,322

10,107,675

974,718

37,477

17,309

11,137,179

1,692,733

163,236

6,276

2,899

1,865,144

421,893

-

-

-

421,893

4,027

-

-

-

4,027

16,124,596

1,513,878

58,207

26,884

17,723,565

Restated 2019
Direct
Costs

Support
Costs

Governance
Costs

Pension
Exceptional Costs

Total

£

£

£

£

£

Home and Communities

3,746,600

462,425

16,802

10,314

4,236,141

Shared Lives

8,620,472

1,063,984

38,658

23,731

9,746,845

Strengthening Families

1,518,462

187,417

6,809

4,180

1,716,868

676,153

-

-

-

676,153

3,965

-

-

-

3,965

14,565,652

1,713,826

62,269

38,225

16,379,972

Expenditure on charitable activities

Other
Costs of generating voluntary income

Expenditure on charitable activities is the cost of providing charitable services, including staff costs, and elements of service
managed centrally. Governance costs relate to the costs of compliance with statutory requirements, including the external
audit. The portfolios listed above allocate expenditure on charitable activities based on the operations of the charity. In the
prior year, this disclosure was restated to reallocate expenditure between categories on a more appropriate basis. This was
purely a reallocation and had no impact on the SOFA or net income.

Governance costs

2020

2019

£

£

Statutory audit fees

19,800

18,984

Other fees to auditors

13,847

13,861

Salaries

23,834

29,362

726

62

58,207

62,269

123,459

99,192

154,530

145,680

Other

17,838

25,165

Auditors remuneration - audit services

19,800

18,984

6,296,882

6,098,545

Social Security costs

475,276

452,608

Other pension costs

431,618

343,564

7,203,776

6,894,717

349

337

347

335

2

2

349

337

Legal and professional costs

The following amounts are included in expenditure:
Depreciation: tangible fixed assets, owned
Operating lease rentals:
Land and building

Staff costs
Salaries

Average no. of employees
Analysis:
Charitable activities
Governance
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The emoluments of higher-paid employees fell within the following ranges:
£60,000 - £70,000

2020

2019

No.

No.

3

1

£70,001 - £80,000

1

1

£90,001 - £110,000

1

1

The key management personnel comprise of the chief executive officer, director of operations, director of finance and people,
and director of business development and innovation. The total gross salaries and employer pension contributions of the key
management was £374,589 (2019: £385,351). During the year four higher-paid employees (2019: 3) participated in the defined
contribution pension scheme. Employer’s pension contributions for higher paid staff were £38,274 (2019: £23,968). The total
paid during the year on redundancy and termination payments was £28,330 (2019: £81,268).
No trustee or person with a family or business connected with a trustee received remuneration in the year from the charity.
No expenses (2019: £Nil) were reimbursed to any (2019: None) member of the Trustees. Professional indemnity insurance that
covers our trustees was paid during the year at a cost of £2,822 (2019: £2,352).
A liability is recognised for short-term compensated absence arising from employee entitlement to paid annual leave. The
value of this provision is £62,857 (2019: £53,085).
During the year fees were paid to 473 (2019: 430) self-employed Shared Lives carers. These fees are categorised as charitable
expenditure and are not considered when calculating staff cost.

4. Tangible fixed assets
Freehold property

Leasehold property

£

Furnishings and Fittings

Office Equipment

Minibuses

Total

£

£

£

£

Cost/valuation
Balance at 1.4.2019
Additions

273,000

2,200,000

235,235

827,285

22,794

3,558,314

-

-

9,912

96,811

-

106,723

Disposals

-

-

-

-

(22,794)

(22,794)

Gain on revaluations

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers
Balance at 31.3.20

-

-

-

-

-

-

273,000

2,200,000

245,147

924,096

-

3,642,243

Depreciation
Balance at 1.4.2019

7,608

-

105,796

682,838

22,794

819,036

Charge for year

1,365

33,000

29,392

59,702

-

123,459

On disposals

-

-

-

-

(22,794)

(22,794)

Written back on revaluations

-

-

-

-

-

-

8,973

33,000

135,188

742,540

-

919,701

31-Mar-20

264,027

2,167,000

109,959

181,556

-

2,722,542

31-Mar-19

265,392

2,200,000

129,439

144,447

-

2,739,278

Balance at 31.3.2020
Net book amount

All tangible fixed assets were used for charitable purposes.

The leasehold property Eleanor Rathbone House was professionally revalued by CBRE to fair value as at 29th March 2019.
The trustees have deemed that these valuations remain appropriate at 31 March 2020.

2020

2019

£

£

1,925,404

1,925,404

59,311

31,500

1,866,093

1,893,904

If the freehold land and buildings had not been revalued, they would have been
includedon the historical cost basis as follows:
Cost
Accumulated depreciation
Net book value
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5. Investment property

2020

2019

£

£

440,000

-

Additions

-

363,681

Disposals

-

-

Balance at 1.4.2019

Gain on revaluations
Balance at 31.3.20

-

76,319

440,000

440,000

Investment property is included on a fair value basis. An external revaluation was carried out by CBRE, Chartered Surveyors, as at 29th March 2019.
The trustees have considered the valuations above as a fair reflection of the year end fair value.

6. Fixed asset investments

Unrestricted

Restricted
(LQV)

Restricted
(Mountford)

Restricted
(LCWT)

Total

£

£

£

£

£

2,662,228

252,224

76,924

609,233

3,600,609

-

-

-

-

-

Listed investments:
Market value at 01.4.2019
Legacies
Additions

3,219,391

287, 120

-

688,714

4,195,225

Disposals

(3,082,145)

(265,255)

-

(628,068)

(3,975,468)

Adjustment to market value

(332,892)

(28,531)

-

(95,482)

(456,905)

2,466,582

245,558

76,924

574,397

3,363,461

Fixed interest

-

-

-

-

-

Ordinary shares - UK

-

-

-

-

-

28,479

-

-

11,293

39,772

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

76,924

-

76,924

Market value at 31.3.2020
Analysis of quoted investments:

Ordinary shares - overseas
Alternatives
Other investments:
Deposit fund
Investments and unit trusts

2,438,103

245,558

-

563,104

3,246,765

2,466,582

245,558

76,924

574,397

3,363,461

All the quoted fixed asset investments are listed on a recognised Stock Exchange. The other investments are investment units with the COIF Charities Fund or
deposits with the COIF Charities Deposit Fund.
UK

Non UK

Total

£

£

£

-

28,479

28,479

3,258,058

-

3,258,058

76,924

-

76,924

At 31 March 2020

3,334,982

28,479

3,363,461

At 31 March 2019

2,420,789

1,179,820

3,600,609

An analysis of the location of investments is as follows:
Listed investments at valuation
Investment and unit trusts
Deposit fund

The historic cost of listed investments at 31 March 2020 is £3,838,052 (2019: £2,859,666).
There are no individual investments which comprise greater than 5% of the value of the portfolio.
The company has a £1 investment representing 100% of the issued ordinary share capital of PSS Commercial Services
Limited incorporated in England. The subsidiary has been dormant throughout the year. Consolidated accounts have not
been prepared on the grounds of materiality. The net assets of the company at the balance sheet date were £1.
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7. Debtors
Trade debtors

2020

2019

£

£

1,145,195

812,657

3,202

4,670

523,944

490,817

1,672,341

1,308,144

2020

2019

£

£

Trade creditors

101,397

82,977

Other debtors
Prepayments and accrued income

8. Creditors
Amounts falling due within one year

Other creditors

263,934

159,013

Accruals

498,941

518,305

Deferred income

152,700

290,374

Other taxes and social security

112,133

107,094

59,366

43,854

Pension creditor
Pensions Trust liability: due within a year

149,879

140,515

1,338,350

1,342,132

669,808

819,687

2,008,158

2,161,819

Amounts falling due after one year
Pensions Trust liability: due greater than a year

9. Pension obligations
The Pensions Trust Growth Plan: PSS participate in The Pensions Trust Growth Plan, a multi-employer defined benefit
pension scheme managed by TPT. Although in most respects this scheme is a money purchase arrangement it does have
some guarantees which are deemed to be a defined benefit pension obligation. It has not been possible to identify the
underlying assets and liabilities belonging to the charity.
PSS has entered into a funding agreement with TPT to contribute towards the scheme deficit and recognises a liability for
this obligation.
A revaluation of the scheme was undertaken in September 2017, resulting in a decrease in the future deficit contributions.
The latest actuarial valuation received from TPT was based on September 2017 figures. This showed an overall
underfunding level of the scheme standing at 85.8%.
The results of the revaluation confirmed the requirement for additional contributions to the Growth Plan from 1 April 2019
amounting to £167,398 p.a. This value shall increase by 3% p.a. compounded over a period of 5 years 10 months. The net
present value of future deficit contributions amounts to £820k.
The Pensions Trust Growth Plan

As at 1 April 2019
Charged to SOFA
Paid
Revaluation movement
At 31 March 2020

2020

2019

£

£

960,202

1,340,533

26,883

38,225

(167,398)

(183,846)

-

(234,710)

819,687

960,202
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10. Reserves
The income funds of the charity include restricted funds comprising of unexpended balances of donations
and gains held on trust to be applied for specific purposes.
Movement in funds:

2020

Balance at
1.4.2019

Incoming
resources

Expenditure
and losses

Net incoming
/ (outgoing)
resources

Realised /
unrealised gains /
losses and transfers

Balance at
31.3.2020

£

£

£

£

£

£

451,893

4,230

(5,385)

(1,155)

(65,867)

384,871

Restricted funds:
Child Welfare
Mountford Fund
Liverpool Queen Victoria Fund
Other
Total restricted funds

36,591

470

-

470

-

37,061

285,020

9,661

(5,865)

3,796

(16,573)

272,243

36,597

573,535

(582,309)

(8,774)

-

27,823

810,101

587,896

(593,559)

(5,663)

(82,440)

721,998

General funds:
646,979

-

(6,554)

(6,554)

-

640,425

6,286,518

17,633,644

(17,123,452)

510,192

(189,553)

6,607,157

6,933,497

17,633,644

(17,130,006)

503,638

(189,553)

7,247,582

Total unrestricted funds

6,933,497

17,633,644

(17,130,006)

503,638

(189,553)

7,247,582

Total reserves

7,743,598

18,221,540

(17,723,565)

497,975

(271,993)

7,969,580

Balance at
1.4.2018

Incoming
resources

Expenditure
and losses

Net incoming
/ (outgoing)
resources

Realised /
unrealised gains /
losses and transfers

Balance at
31.3.2019

£

£

£

£

£

£

428,354

3,682

(3,516)

166

23,373

451,893

36,223

368

-

368

-

36,591

Fixed asset revaluation
General reserve

2019

Restricted funds:
Child Welfare
Mountford Fund
Liverpool Queen Victoria Fund

268,433

8,293

(4,776)

3,517

13,070

285,020

Other

(42,692)

585,106

(588,017)

(2,911)

82200.3

36,597

Total restricted funds

690,318

597,449

(596,309)

1,140

118,643

810,101

Fixed asset revaluation

1,203,788

-

(830)

(830)

(555,979)

646,979

General reserve

3,485,845

17,245,976

(15,782,833)

1,463,143

1,337,530

6,286,518

4,689,633

17,245,976

(15,783,663)

1,462,313

781,551

6,933,497

Total unrestricted funds

4,689,633

17,245,976

(15,783,663)

1,462,313

781,551

6,933,497

Total reserves

5,379,951

17,843,425

(16,379,972)

1,463,453

900,194

7,743,598

General funds:
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Fund balances at 31 March 2020 are represented by:
Tangible
fixed assets

Investment
property

Investments at
market value

Bank
balances

Other assests
and liabilities

Total

£

£

£

£

£

£

Child Welfare

-

-

574,397

981

(190,507)

384,871

Mountford Fund

-

-

76,924

-

(39,863)

37,061

Liverpool Queen Victoria Fund

-

-

245,558

-

26,685

272,243

Other

-

-

-

-

27,823

27,823

-

-

896,879

981

(175,862)

721,998

640,425

-

-

-

-

640,425

2,082,117

440,000

2,466,582

1,778,413

(159,955)

6,607,157

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,722,542

440,000

2,466,582

1,778,413

(159,955)

7,247,582

2,722,542

440,000

3,363,461

1,779,394

(335,817)

7,969,580

Tangible
fixed assets

Investment
property

Investments at
market value

Bank
balances

Other assests
and liabilities

Total

£

£

£

£

£

£

Child Welfare

-

-

609,233

34,610

(191,950)

451,893

Mountford Fund

-

-

76,924

-

(40,333)

36,591

Liverpool Queen Victoria Fund

-

-

252,224

10,841

21,955

285,020

Other

-

-

-

-

36,597

36,597

-

-

938,381

45,451

(173,731)

810,101

570,660

76,319

-

-

-

646,979

2,168,618

363,681

2,662,228

1,771,935

(679,944)

6,286,518

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,739,278

440,000

2,662,228

1,771,935

(679,944)

6,933,497

2,739,278

440,000

3,600,609

1,817,386

(853,675)

7,743,598

2020

Restricted funds

Unrestricted funds
Reserve
General reserve
Designated funds

2019

Restricted funds

Unrestricted funds
Reserve
General reserve
Designated funds

Purpose of funds
Restricted: Our restricted funds are to be used for detailed purposes as specified by the original objectives of
those funders detailed below:
• Child Welfare - to be used for the benefit of children
• Mountford Fund - to be for used for the benefit of the elderly
• Liverpool Queen Victoria - to be used for the benefit of the sick.

11. Analysis of cash and cash equivalents
Cash in hand

12. Analysis of net debt
Cash at bank and in hand

2020

2019

£

£

1,779,394

1,817,386

At 1 April 2019

Cash flows

At 31 March 2020

£

£

£

1,817,386

(37,992)

1,779,394
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13. Financial commitments
The charitable company has financial commitments in respect of operating leases as follows:
Land and buildings

Other

2020

2019

2020

2019

£

£

£

£

Not later than 1 year

92,691

97,708

17,400

19,524

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years

20,177

19,818

40,578

58,426

112,868

117,526

57,978

77,950

The charitable company has capital commitments at 31 March 2020 of £Nil (31 March 2019: £Nil) in respect
of expenditure authorised by the trustees.

14. Related party transactions
During the year £2,826 (2019: £31,815) was paid to Brabners LLP for legal services, this is a law firm in which Mark
Rathbone (Chair) is a senior partner. There was £Nil (2019: £Nil) outstanding at 31 March 2020. Our Chair, who is an
interested party, has excluded himself from any Board decisions to utilise the services of Brabners and, at Brabners, is
not involved in the provision of any of the services provided by them.
During the year £23,785 (2019: £20,278) was paid to Rathbones Investment Management Ltd for investment
management services. There was £Nil (2019: £Nil) outstanding at 31 March 2020. Our investment manager, Julian
Rathbone, is the brother of our Chair Mark Rathbone. The appointment of Rathbones Investment Management
predates the appointment of our Chair who, from time-to-time will hold shares in Rathbones plc, the parent company
of Rathbone Investment Management Ltd, as will family members. During the year we moved away from Rathbones
to CCLA.
During the year a donation of £6,000 (2019: £6,000) was received from Eleanor Rathbone Charitable Trust, a charity
for which our Chair, Mark Rathbone, is on the Board. There was £Nil (2019: £Nil) outstanding at 31 March 2020.
During the year £Nil (2019: £64,969) was paid to Mersey Care NHS Foundation Trust for community engagement
salary costs. There was £Nil (2019: £Nil) outstanding at 31 March 2020. Also during the year, £Nil (2019: £67,555) in
fee income was received from Mersey Care NHS Foundation Trust for a community engagement service. There was
£Nil (2019:£Nil) outstanding at 31 March 2020, which has since been paid. The director of finance at Mersey Care NHS
Foundation Trust is the partner of our trustee, Samantha Proffitt.
During the year £Nil (2018: £648) was paid to Bulky Bob’s Office and Commercial Waste, a subsidiary of FRC Group.
There was £Nil (2019: £Nil) outstanding at 31 March 2020. Our chief executive is a member on the board of FRC
Group.

psspeople.com
PSS (UK) is a company limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales (214077) and as a foreign company
on the Isle of Man (006134F). A charity registered in England and Wales (224469) and the Isle of Man (1260).
Head office: Eleanor Rathbone House, Connect Business Village, 24 Derby Road, Liverpool, L5 9PR.

